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mememe

The new digital beading experience cmoing soon!
Designed especially for tablets

Bead Me is the new digital magazine 
from Ashdown Broadcasting.

It’s unlike any other jewelry  
magazine you’ve ever seen.

*
*
*Fully interactive, and designed  

especially for the tablet and 
smart phone.

Designed by 

Chloe Menage

FASTFASHION

 Cut enough cord to 
go around your wrist 

and double it. Cut in half. If 
using a rivoli setting glue in 
rivoli and allow to dry.

Create a larks head 
knot on each side of 

your chosen focal. Add a 
spacer bead or crimp cover 
if you wish.

Create a larks head 
knot on each side of 

your chosen focal. Add a 

2
Cut enough cord to 
go around your wrist 

and double it. Cut in half. If 

1

Finish either with a 
sliding macrame 

clasp or necklace ends. I 
used crimp covers to hide 
the ends of the cord.

Finish either with a 
sliding macrame 

clasp or necklace ends. I 

3
Simple bracelets like these are all the rage 
and really easy to make. Great worn together 
or shared with a friend.

stackersFRIENDSHIP
beadstore
• 1mm cotton cord

• Crimp covers

• Clasp findings and 
foldover cord ends 
(optional)

• 14mm Tierracast round 
link frame Bright or other 
Tierracast link (I used a 
medium Quatrefoil) 

• 14mm rivoli - optional

toolbox
• Flush cutters

• Chain nose pliers

• E6000 or Araldite

supplyshop
• All supplies from  

The Bead Store

• See page 89
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've been really looking forward to putting this issue together! 
We're bringing you a whole host of vintage inspired projects, 
many with a wonderful steampunk twist. We're celebrating 
the season, as well as the fabulous trend for skulls too with 

some gorgeous and slightly macabre designs which draw 
inspiration from the Mexican festival; Dia de los Muertos or Day 
of the Dead. You really loved our Readers' Challenge theme as 
we had an overwhelming amount of entries - you can see the 
ones we picked to publish on page 38.
We all love to take a trip, I was thrilled to recently visit 
Minnesota and attend a Native American Pow Wow, the 

beadwork on the dancers' costumes was incredible. You can see more about my 
trip next issue, however someone else who took a trip was Bead reader Elizabeth 
Newbon. She was lucky enough to visit with some talented Maasai beaders in 
Tanzania and learnt directly from them how they create their beautiful beadwork. You 
can read all about her experience on page 36.
Excitement is building as we count down to the October Big Bead Show - I'm really 
looking forward to seeing all the British Bead Awards on display! You can read all 
about the upcoming show on page 40. We'd love to see which projects you've 
enjoyed most from Bead, so please keep sharing your makes on our Facebook, 
Twitter and by emailing them in to us.
Happy Beading!

Bead 

Become a fan on Facebook,  
search for Bead Magazine

Follow us on Twitter  
@Beadmagazine

Welcome
I

Chloe
Chloe Menage
Editor

Irene McCarthy
Irene is a designer for 
Palmer Metals and 
enjoys creating kits and 
teaching classes.

www.palmermetals.co.uk 

Jennifer Airs
Jennifer is addicted to 
beads, and happiest 
when planning a new 
piece of beadwork. 

www.jdjewellery.co.uk

Gillian Lamb
Designer, teacher and 
author specialising 
in small beads, fine 
needle and thread!

www.gillianlamb.co.uk 

Jema Hewitt
Jema is an author who 
specialises in creating 
vintage and steampunk 
style jewellery.

www.steampunkjewellery.co.uk

Jennie Lamb
Jennie teaches from 
her workshop in the 
seaside village of 
Appledore, Devon.

 www.raspberryrings.etsy.com

Donna  
McKean Smith
Donna is owner of 
Riverside Beads based 
in Market Deeping

www.riversidebeads.co.uk

Bobby Gedling
Bobby loves turning 
heaps of tiny 
insignificant beads into 
something pretty.

Lesley Messam
Lesley is a Senior Art 
Clay Instructor, PMC 
certified and Level IV 
in the Master Registry.

www.silverwithlesley.com

Laney Mead
Elaine melts soft glass 
in the flame of the 
torch and creates 
animal beads. 

www.izzybeads.etsy.com
 

Christi Friesen
Christi is an award 
winning artist, 
specialising in polymer 
and mixed media. 

www.christifriesen.com

Amanda 
Pickstock
Amanda is co-owner 
of Shiney Company  
and has loves crafts.

www.shineyrocks.co.uk

Hazel Kimbrey 
Hazel is an award 
winning beadwork 
designer who loves
working with beads. 

Sally Boehme
Sally is a full time 
beadwork and 
polymer clay designer 
and tutor.

www.sallyboehme.co.uk

ashdown

Meet the Team
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This September sees Surrey Jewellery School in Woking launching 
their new jewellery making club 'Meet and Make Jewellery'. 
Sessions take place weekly and are run in 10-week terms, with 
each session hosted by an experienced maker whose job it is to 
help the group explore design ideas through a combination of 

discussion, project ideas and advice. Each term costs £95 
and this includes your weekly attendance fee and a 
‘Stash Box’ worth £40, which contains an exciting 

assortment of carefully selected, unusual components. 
These sessions bridge the gap between classes and more traditional 
beading groups, offering the opportunity to meet and make with like-
minded people, whilst the Stash Box and design focus enables you 
to continue to build your skills by learning from others, at the same 
time as making jewellery unique to you. For full info visit  
www.meetandmakejewellery.com or call 07896 727798.

Old Bicycle Shop has a fab new kit available. 
Written and designed for them by Leah Curtis, it 
teaches how to make a bracelet using vintage beads, a 
button and simple macramé techniques.
The cost of the kit is £5.50 and includes all the materials. An 
electronic copy of the tutorial will be emailed to you free of charge.
To buy this and a wonderful range of vintage beads and 
findings visit www.oldbicycleshop.co.uk

beadmagazine.co.uk OCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 49
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Stash
WIN! Amazing beading goodies up for grabs on p89

Check out these exciting products from your favourite 
shops, as well as the latest news from the beading world.

Ultra colours

Meet & Make

Many beaders may know Bead Stampede from their eBay days 
but now they have moved out and set up their own website. 
Owners Frank and Paige are excited for this new venture, their 
goal is to sell the best, the unusual, the quirky and the arty so 
that you, the artisan, don’t have to waste your time, money and 
effort looking for the materials you need. Paige says "It’s also our 
aim to sell you what you need in small enough quantities so that 
the project that requires 15 bead colours, none of which you 
currently own, won’t become a wallet-breaking proposition."
With a passion for beadwork and bead crochet, the site will have 
a fantastic array of unique beading tutorials available as well as a 
quality range of Miyuki and Toho seed beads.
For more information and to visit the brand new Bead 
Stampede website visit www.beadstampede.co.uk

Bead Stampede

These vibrant Swarovski rivoli colours are new at Fire Mountain Gems. 
Available in three sizes, the Swarovski Ultra AB rivolis are custom coated 
by a third party in fabulous fluorescent colours and finishes. Currently 
these intense new elements come in a choice of five different colours. 
See the full range at www.firemountaingems.com

stash

Follow us on  

for all the latest  
Bead news

Swarovski Rivolis are now available from Jencel. There are 
20 gorgeous colours to choose from, in 12mm and 
14mm. Prices start from just 70p, and there is a discount 
for 6 of the same colour. Have a look  
for these sparklies at  
www.jencel.co.uk

Ravishing Rivolis

vintagE 
charM

The autumn term starts September 24th 2013 with sessions running in Woking and Cobham, to find out more go to:  www.meetandmakejewellery.
com

49 BeadStash.indd   8 28/08/2013   12:11
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The Crystal Phoenix have an amazing range of copper 
findings, wire and charms. Available in bright and 
antique copper finish, the findings are solid copper and 
perfect for adding a vintage or rustic feel to your 
jewellery designs. The comprehensive range includes 
wire in all the useful gauges, ear findings, clasps, 
spacer beads, jump rings and necklace endings. Prices 
start at as little as 27p.  
To see the full range visit www.thecrystalphoenix.com

Bonkers for Beads hold a great range of workshops,  
on everything from beading basics to chainmaille  
and beadwork.
All the courses are held in their teaching studio in the 
grounds of Bodenham Arboretum, Nr Kidderminster.
Classes last a full day and most cost £45, which 
includes all materials, refreshments and buffet lunch.
For full info and dates of upcoming classes visit 
www.bonkersbeads.co.uk

New at Firemountain Gems are these clever  
sticky bead mats. They are perfect for beading in  
the go, as beads will stick to the mat without getting  
sticky themselves. Double sided with re-useable sticky  
surfaces and available in 2 sizes, the mats can be easily  
rejuvinated with warm water.  Visit www.firemountaingems.com

Get stuck on
These bold and bright crystal 
rondelles are new at Cj Beaders. 
Measuring 6x8mm and 8x10mm 
they come in 9 vibrant colours, 
including these great 2 tone shades.  
The beads cost £2.15 for a string.
To see the full range of colours 
and get your hands on this hot 
trend visit www.cjbeaders.co.uk 
or call 01425 279992.

Neon-tastic

Copper collection

9beadmagazine.co.uk

New classes

Ravishing Rivolis

Some of the fab new charms in stock at 
Riverside Beads include these cute oval 
'Believe' charms. Silver plated, also 
available are 'Wish', 'Imagine' and 'Love'. 
Priced at £1.25 for a pack of 5, they're 
ideal for adding to your jewellery designs.
Also these elegant and sparkly flower 
charms make the perfect focal. Encrusted 

with pearls and crystals they have 6 loops on the back,  
measure 3.5cm and cost £2 each.
To see the huge range of charms available visit  
www.riversidebeads.co.uk and look out for them at  
The Big Bead Show.

INSPIRATIONAL 
CHARM

WIN! A fabulous goody bag of beads worth £100 see  page 89.

49 BeadStash.indd   9 28/08/2013   12:12
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Beautiful and unusual clasps for 
bracelets and necklaces

Affordable prices, excellent quality

www.claspit.co

10_  49.indd   10 16/08/2013   11: 0



 Open a jump ring 
with two pairs of 

pliers and attach a tea cup by 
the handle, close the ring.

Open a jump ring 
and thread on a 

dangle, the ring holding the 
tea cup, a dangle and a 
fishhook. Close the ring.

Designed by 

Chloe Menage

Thread a green and 
pink flower onto a 

headpin. Bend the pin to a 
right angle close to the 
flowers and create a loop. 
Repeat for a second dangle.

Thread a green and 
pink flower onto a 

headpin. Bend the pin to a 

2

Open a jump ring 
with two pairs of 

pliers and attach a tea cup by 

1

Open a jump ring 
and thread on a 

dangle, the ring holding the 

3

11OCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 49

beadstore
• 2 x tea cups

• 4 x 5mm Czech flowers 
light pink

• 4 x 5mm Czech  
flowers olive

• 4 x 0.9x7mm O/jump 
ring gold plated

• 2 x ear wires (dapped 
and spring 308A-004) 
gold plated

• 4 x headpins  
gold plated

toolbox
• Flush cutters

• Round nose pliers

• Chain nose pliers

• Nail varnish

supplyshop
• All supplies from  

CJ Beaders

• See page 89

time&money
Make in less than 
half an hour and 
for under £4.

FASTFASHION

Save the ribbon  
from inside new 

clothes, it's great for 
projects like these 

when you only need a  
small amount!

Make these whimsical earrings using 
miniature teacup charms, perfect for 
wearing to afternoon tea!

earrings
TEA TIME

 Thread ribbon 
through the fishook 

loop and tie a bow. Add a 
drop of nail varnish to the tips 
and the back of the knot.

Thread ribbon 
through the fishook 

loop and tie a bow. Add a 

4

beadmagazine.co.uk
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Designed by 

Amanda Pickstock

BEADWORK

beadstore
Swarovski Elements:

• 50 x 4mm Xilions

• 50 x 4mm Crystal Pearls

• 50 x 6mm Crystal Pearls

• 25 x 6mm Xilions

• 3 or 4 strand strand sliding bar clasp

• 10g x Size 11 Miyuki Seed Beads 
(approx.)

• 7g Size 8 Miyuki Seed Beads 
(approx.)

toolbox
• 4.5 meters of Fireline beading 

thread

• 1 x Size 10/12 beading needle

• Scissors

supplyshop
• All supplies from Shiney Co.

• See page 89

encrusted
Add a twist to your work with this gorgeous 
stitched multistrand bracelet, add sparkle with a 
mix of Swarovski Elements crystals and pearls.

1. Begin with 1.5 meters of FireLine 
beading thread and leave a 16” tail. Add a 
stop bead and pick up 10 x size 8 seed 
beads. Work flat, even count peyote for 12 
rows, remove the stop bead and set aside.

Example: 
*2 x size 11s, 1 x size 8°, 2 x size 11s*, 1 x 
4mm pearl, repeat * to *, then 1 x 6mm 
pearl, repeat * to *, 1 x 4mm crystal, repeat 
* to *, 1 x 6mm pearl, repeat * to *, 1 x 
4mm crystal and so on until you have used 
all the Swarovski Elements for this row.

2. With 3 meters of FireLine beading 
thread, leave a 16” tail and add a stop bead. 
Pick up 10 x size 8 seed beads and work 
12 rows of flat, even count peyote. Remove 
the stop bead.

3. Following the path of the thread, work 
the thread around so it exits the second 
bead in the first row facing out to the edge 
(you will need to sew into the previous 
row to get the thread into the right place).

4. To make a bracelet to fit a 6.5”/7” 
wrist, each strand should contain the 
following Swarovski Elements: 3 x 4mm 
Xilions, 2 x 6mm Xilion Crystal Beads, 3 x 
4mm Crystal Pearls, 3 x 6mm Crystal 
Pearls. These beads can be threaded on in 
any order (it’s best to vary the order). 
Begin each strand with the following 
combination of seed beads:- 2 x size 11s,  
1 x size 8, 2 x size 11s and string this 
combination in between each crystal or 
pearl, then end with this combination too.

5. Lay the other piece of peyote so that 
the tail is at the far end and the longer 
thread in on the inside edge of the 
bracelet. The tail will be used to attach the 
clasp. Join the first strand to the other 
section of peyote by sewing into the 
second bead in the last row of the section 
and then string another combination of 
the same beads back to the first side again.

CRYSTAL

time&money
Make in around 4 hours  
and for under £30.  

toptips

• Quantities will depend on wrist size. 
This pattern is for a small wrist (approx. 
Size 6.5/7”) for a larger wrist size 
increase the number of seed beads 
between each Swarovski Element, or 
increase the number of Swarovski 
Element used in each strand.

if you want to wear it with a twist, that 
you should lengthen the strands by 
including extra seed beads.

shiney project 49.indd   12 28/08/2013   13:05
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toptips

• Keep an average tension on the peyote 
sections. If it’s too tight you’ll find it hard 
embellishing later.

• Don’t overdo it with the embellishment 
or the peyote section will curve too much!

6. Continue stringing backwards and 
forwards until you have 10 strands 
spanning the two sections of peyote. 
When you finish adding the 10 strands, 
you will be likely to end up with the long 
lengths of thread on the same end of the 
bracelet.  Follow the path of the thread 
and sew around the beads so you can take 
the thread back across the last strung row 
to allow a long length at each end for the 
embellishment.

Attach the bar clasp

7. Thread the needle onto one of the 
shorter tail ends at one end of the bracelet. 
Leave the two part bar clasp closed (to 
ensure you sew both sides on the correct 
way) and use the tail thread to sew 
through the loops of the bar clasp to 
attach it centrally to the peyote section. 
Sew around the loops and the beads 
several times for strength and end the 
working thread.

9. Leave the clasp fastened and attach in 
the same way to the other side of the 
bracelet. Once in place you can open the 
clasp. Finish the working thread.

10. Embellish the peyote sections with 
the remaining beads. Put the needle onto 
one of the remaining long threads and sew 
crystals and pearls onto the peyote, 
keeping to the path of the thread and 
sewing through the beads (so as not to 
show the thread on the reverse side). You 
can sew across the work and fill in any 
gaps. You may wish to add a bead, 
followed by a size 11, then sew back 
through the bead and into the peyote base 
so the size 11 seed bead holds the bead 
embellishment in place. Decorate with as 
many beads as you wish to create the 
desired effect. 

8. To hide the loops of the clasp, first 
secure it in place to the beads on the very 
edge, then sew through beads on the 
second row back to pull the loops behind 
the beadwork. Try and keep to the path of 
the thread so it looks neat.

shiney project 49.indd   13 28/08/2013   13:06
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for everything Metal Clay and more!

What will you make?
Tel: (01825) 722428  www.pmcshop.co.ukG
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Shop Opening Times:   
Tuesday - Saturday   10.00 am - 4.00 pm 

Unit 6 The Old Garage, Hingham Road,  
Hackford, Norfolk NR18 9HF 

Tel: 01953 85173 
Email: info@raggletagglebeads.co.uk 

Beads, Jewellery and so much more  

Fabulous range of beads, semi-precious 
gemstones, findings, 300+ types of seed beads 
and jewellery making tools all available in store 

and at  

www.raggletagglebeads.co.uk 
 
 

 Workshops, children's parties and jewellery 
making classes available in store. 

 Use code  

20%  MBEAD101113  for              

 discount on website* 

* valid till 15/12/13 

Miyuki & Toho seed and shaped beads, 
Delicas and Treasures

Czech fi re-polished beads, Rizos, daggers, 
spikes and more

Silver-plated, gemstone and other focal 
and accent beads

Tulip of Japan beading needles and bead 
crochet hooks

Beading threads, cords, fi ndings, tools 
and accessories

Low postage rates & free domestic postage 
orders £40+

Gift with purchase £15+ (excluding postage)

Great prices!

  Bead Stampede
The place to round up your beads, and more!

www.beadstampede.co.uk
contact@beadstampede.co.uk

Tel: 07583 462 861

14_  49.indd   14 20/08/2013   14: 2



Skeleton Key 
Mini Skull Skeleton Key Charm 

Pattern download, £2.50

www.threadabead.com

Charm Beads
Tierracast rose skull beads and 

large hole beads, 99p each.

www.thebeadstore.co.uk

Fab & Funky
Ghoulish Glam Bracelet Kit £4.94. 

www.jillybeads.co.uk

Skull Style
Tierracast rose skull bails, 

 £1.60 each 
www.thebeadstore.co.uk

Get the look with this gothic selection of beads and kits...

STYLISH
Goulish Glam gemstone 

earrings kit, £1.68. 
www.jillybeads.co.uk

Sugar Skulls
Tierracast sugar skull  
charm, £1.10 each.

www.thebeadstore.co.uk

Rainbow
22mm semi precious skull 

beads, £3.50 a string.

www.the-beadshop.co.uk

BEAD TRENDS
Skull

BRACELET
Beaded skull bracelet pattern 

download, £3.75. 
www.threadabead.com

Sparkle
Laser cut skull and 

crossbones cabochon, £1
www.craftjam.co.uk

crossbones cabochon, £1
www.craftjam.co.uk

Acrylic
Laser cut printed sugar 

skulll charm, £1.50.

www.craftjam.co.uk

BEADSHOPPING
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Designed by 

Jema Hewitt

BEYONDBEADS

feather necklace
            

        

1.           
            
          

           
          
  

3.           
         

             
          

        

2.          
            

            
          
  

4.          
             

         
          

          
   

FAIRYTALE

time&money
Make in less  
than two hours  
and for under £5.
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feather necklace

continued over 

"We love  
altered 
elements!"
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toolbox
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BEYONDBEADS

10.        
          

          
           

           
    

toptips

• You don’t have to 
use the inks and 
stamps if it’s not the 
sort of thing you have 
lying around, shrink 
plastic can be drawn 
on with felt tips, 
sharpies and gel pens 
as well as pencils!

• Shrink plastic is 
quite tough but much 
easier to cut with 
scissors or hole punch 
than with a craft knife.

• You can also shrink 
your piece in the oven 
if you don’t have a heat 
gun. just place on a 
baking tray and follow 
the manufacturer’s 
guidelines.

supplyshop
•     

  

•   
 

•    
    

 

•   

Use these templates 
to trace your shrink 
plastic pieces.

"This is a great 
project for 

using up bead 
oddments in 
your stash!"
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www.spellboundbead.co.uk
                                     Thousands of beads, hundreds of kits and expert friendly advice

 Shop: 47 Tamworth Street,  Lichfield, WS13 6JW    Phone: 01543 417650 
     

** New from Spellbound this Autumn **

Spellbound Festive Beading Two 
 

follow us on 

facebook

112 pages of gorgeous designs for Christmas    Fully illustrated with step-by-step instructions

112 pages    16 fabulous chapters      £14.95

Spellbound Festive Beading
96 pages    £12.95

also available 

Spellbound Beaded Tassels
112 pages    £14.95

 

Full colour throughout

We will be at The Big Bead Show with all of our books and 
lots of other lovely stu� too!

Julie is teaching two Christmassy workshops at the show - see the Big 
Bead Show website for more info - and she will be working on our stand 
between noon and 2.30pm - why not come and get your book signed?

19_  49.indd   19 09/08/2013   16:10
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beadstore
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toolbox
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Designed by 

Jennie Lamb

LAMPWORK

            
      

1.           
        

             
        

3.          
         

            
      

2.          
           

          
            

           
  

4.           
             

         
        

    

time&money
Make in less  
than two hours  
and for under £5.

garden focal
FLOWER

Always make sure 
that you are safe 
when lampworking, 
with appropriate 
clothing, ventilation 
and eye protection.

!BEAD
SAFE

swirl-bead-49.indd   20 28/08/2013   15:05
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continued over 

garden focal

5.            
          
         

6.            
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7.       8.          
            

           
           

  

9.         
          

 

 

I was a finalist in The British 
Bead awards with a bead  
in this design a couple  
of years ago!

BEADnerd

22 beadmagazine.co.uk

LAMPWORK

10.           
    

10.            
          
         

11.         
     

12.          
          

      

toptips

• My top tip for this 
bead is to move your 
mandrel when 
encasing, use the 
flame to draw the 
glass to the holes 
and be careful not to 
have your base bead 
and flowers too hot 
or you will smear your 
design when you 
apply the encasing.  

13.           
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�Natural, precious & semi-precious gemstones & beads �
�Crystal, Delica, facetted, glass, metal, seed, shell & silver beads �

� Findings, thread and beading kits �

Adults £4
Seniors £2
Children (8-16 yrs) £1
Under 8s Free
Sat 10am-5pm
Sun 10am-4pm

Tel: 07817 511360
www.gemnbead.co.uk

Newark Showground
Winthorpe, Notts NG24 2NY

21-22 September
York Racecourse YO23 1EX

5-6 October
Newton Abbot Racecourse

Devon TQ12 3AF
19-20 October

(Newton Abbot – Gem ‘n’ Bead only)

Cheltenham Racecourse
Gloucestershire GL50 4SH

9-10 November
Brighton Racecourse
East Sussex BN2 9XZ

16-17 November

RG'n'B 210x297 Bead Ad.  12/8/13  12:17  Page 1
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Europe's leading suppliers of Lampwork glass and tools.   Email: tuffnellglass@yahoo.co.uk   Tel: 01262 420171

Unit 16 Whessoe Rd, Darlington DL3 0QP
01325 480028 / 07710218354
beads@notthenorm.co.uk
Tues, Wed, Fri  9.30 to 5.00, Thurs 2.30 to 7.30 
& the 3rd Saturday of each month 10.00 to 3.00
Or make an appointment and have the shop to yourself!

We offer a wide range of 
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS, 
the premium brand for fi ne 

loose cut crystals manufactured 
by Swarovski. 

CLASSES, BEADS, FINDINGS, KITS AND STORAGE
Specializing in SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS

Friendly, knowledgeable staff

www.facebook.com/NorthernBeads 

See us at the Leeds Bead Fair 29th Sept
and Harrogate 26th & 27th October
Mention this ad for your free gift with purchase

for special offers

Bead • Crystal Pearls • Buttons
Pendants • Fancy Stones

Fusion Concepts • Flat Backs

24_  49.indd   24 14/08/2013   11:38
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©  Original cast designs copyright protected TCI603

Quality in the Making

®

Ask For Us At   
Your Local Bead Store  

  

Lead Free Pewter ~ Made in the USA   
EU Nickel Compliant ~ Original Designs

WWW.TIERRACAST.COM  

reative
omponentsC

beaders love

2 _  49.indd   2 21/08/2013   11:32
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Designed by 

Sally Boehme

BEADWORK

beadstore
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tassel pendant
          

        

1. Thread needle with 1m thread, string 1 x 
seed bead and 1 x 4mm bead and repeat 4 
more times. Push to the end of the thread 
leaving a 5cm tail, pass the needle through 
all the beads again to form a ring. Tie a 
double overhand knot and take the needle 
through the next 4mm and seed beads.

3. String 1 x 4mm bead and weave 
through the next ‘point’ seed bead. Repeat 
4 times. Pull thread firmly to pull the 
beads into a ring. Repeat step 2.

 

2. String 5 x seed beads, skip over the 
next 4mm bead and pass the needle 
through the next seed bead. Repeat 4 
times and pass through the next 3 seed 
beads to exit at a ‘point’.

4. String 1 x 6mm bead and pass the 
needle through the next ‘point’ seed bead. 
Repeat 4 times then pass through the first 
6mm bead again.  

INDUS

supplyshop

•    

•       
 

•      
  

•        
 

•     

•   

time&money
Make in around 3 hours  
and for under £15.  

indus pendant - 49.indd   26 28/08/2013   15:01
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continued over 

5. String 1 x seed bead and pass the 
needle through the next 6mm bead.  
Repeat 4 times and pass through the first 
seed bead again.

6. String 5 x seed beads, skip over the 
next 6mm bead and pass the needle 
through the next seed bead. Repeat 4 
times and pass through the next 6mm 
bead. Pull tight.

 

7.  String 2 x seed beads and pass through 
the next 6mm bead. Repeat 4 times 
further and pass through the first seed 
bead of the first pair of beads just added. 

8.  String 1 x seed bead and pass through 
the second of the pair of seed beads, 1 x 
6mm, 1 x seed bead to exit in the middle 
of the next pair of seed beads. Repeat 4 
times further and finish by exiting the last 
6mm bead.

9. Pass through the seed bead added in 
step 3 and the next 3 beads to exit at a 
‘point’. String a 4mm bead and thread 
through the 3rd bead of the next ‘point’. 
Repeat 4 times further.  

10. Repeat steps 2-3 to add a further row 
of 4mm beads. Pass through the last row 
again to tighten the weave. Secure thread 
to finish. Set bead aside.

indus pendant - 49.indd   27 28/08/2013   15:02



21. Cast off by gently turning the handle 
anti-clockwise and sliding each stitch off 
the closed latch hook. Trim the cord, wires 
and threads. Take a 10cm length of 0.5mm 
wire and thread 3cm through the woven 
cord 1cm from the end. Cross the ends 
over and wind the long end around the 
cord to secure the short end in place.  

22. Thread on a cone end and using the 
remaining wire, make a wrapped loop. 
Trim excess wire. Repeat for the other end, 
add a clasp and string the beaded tassel.

OCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 4928 beadmagazine.co.uk

BEADWORK

toptips

• These beaded tassels also make  
lovely charms.

• The pink tassel has some extra seed beads 
around the outside of the 6mm beads and is 
strung simply on a satin rope necklace.

13. Pass back through all the beads 
exiting the first 4mm bead after the 
beaded bead. Pick up 6 x seed beads, 1 x 
4mm, 7 x seed beads, 1 x 6mm, 1 x seed 
bead, 1 x 4mm, 1 x seed bead. Skip the last 
seed bead and return through the beads 
exiting between the 4mm and 6mm beads 
(point [a]) below the beaded bead. Tie a 
half hitch on the thread at point [a] and 
pass back through the 4mm bead.  

14. String 7 x seed beads, 1 x 4mm, 8 x seed 
beads, 1 x 6mm and 4 x seed beads. Skip the 
last 3 x seed beads and pass back through the 
rest to exit at point [a]. Tie a half hitch and 
pass back through the 4mm bead.

15. String 14 x seed beads, 1 x 4mm, 8 x 
seed beads. Skip the last 4 x seed beads and 
pass back through to point [a], tie a half 
hitch and pass back through the 4mm bead.

16. String 18 x seed beads, 1x 6mm and 
3 x seed beads. Skip the last 3 x seed beads 
and pass back through all beads to the 
loop. Weave through loop to the tail. 
Secure thread and trim to finish.

18. Thread the knotted threads and wires 
through the feeder hole and down through 
the middle of the knitter.

19. Keep the bag of reels beside you on 
the floor. Following the manufacturer’s 
instructions, cast on by knitting two 
alternate stitches, turning the handle 
clockwise. Repeat. Feed the 2mm cord 
down through the middle of the knitter 
and the stitches so that the tail hangs level 
with the end of the wires and threads. 

20. Knit a necklace-length piece, 
ensuring the cord remains in the middle 
and does not get caught up in a latch-
hook.  As you knit, pull the 2mm cord up 
so that it is level with the end of the 
knitted cord. (The cord provides a core 
that prevents the knitted tube from being 
pinched.) You will need to push the 
threads and wire over the bottom arm of 
each latch hook as you turn the handle. 
Every dozen or so stitches gently pull the 
knotted end to prevent the latch hooks 
becoming tangled in too many stitches.  

For the necklace

17. Take the reels of wire and thread and 
knot the ends together.  Place the reels in a 
plastic bag or box to stop them rolling around.

11. On 1m of thread string 24 x seed 
beads and pass through again to form a 
loop. Tie a double overhand knot and pass 
through the next 2 x seed beads.

12. String 1 x 4mm, 1 x 6mm, the 
beaded bead, 1 x 6mm, 1 x 4mm, 11 x seed 
beads, 1 x 4mm, 8 x seed beads, 1 x 4mm 
and 1 x seed bead. Skip the last seed bead 
and pass back through all the beads to the 
loop and through the nearest loop bead.

"Create your 
own cord for a 
truly bespoke 

necklace!"

indus pendant - 49.indd   28 28/08/2013   15:02
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I’ve been making jewellery 
since May 2011. I 
purchased a basic starter 
kit and my addiction 
started from there. I 
enjoyed making so much I 

left my job in November 2011 and 
became a full time jewellery designer in 
January 2012 and haven’t looked back 
since. I use gemstones and 925 sterling 
silver now, as I find it sells very well in 
the areas I attend events.

I loved the bead pack I was sent. It 
threw my completely out of my comfort 
zone which I loved. Unfortunately since 
becoming a business I make jewellery 
that I know will sell. This gave me the 
inspiration and creative release I needed 
as I could concentrate on the design. I 
particularly liked the Preciosa crystals 
and Stardust beads.

My inspiration came from the beads 
themselves. I immediately thought 
mystical, twilight and that the beads had 
a very theatrical feel about them.
The starburst necklace with the chain 
tassel I will admit was a happy accident. 
It wasn’t anything like I originally 
planned but you find that with jewellery 
making. I use wire a lot in my own 
designs but wanted to really show off 
the beads this time, using simple but 
effective beading techniques. However I 
couldn’t resist but to unleash the wire 
once and make the filled pendant.

The Starburst Necklace - this was 
very much a happy accident, I originally 
had the chain linked and a 'star' at each 
end intending to do an asymmetric 
design but it didn't sit right. I joined the 
stars together and made a third star and 
liked the effect the chain gave so made 

Bead Soup!
SAME BEADS, DIFFERENT STYLE

Emma Shiells

We gave three Bead readers a goody bag and asked them to put their 
unique spin on the selection. Take a look at what they came up with…

Karen's bracelet 
incorporated lots of 
the pearls.

beadmagazine.co.uk30 OCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 49

Below: Emma used 
wirewrapping to 

capture the beads for 
a sparkling pendant.

it into a tassel instead.
The Butterfly Pendant Necklace - I 

love using wire but really wanted to 
come out of my comfort zone and use 
the beads to their full potential. I don't 
really use seed beads but I do use tiny 
rondelles of semi precious stones so I 
wasn't completely in the dark. I made 
the necklace but felt it needed 
something else, I had this image and a 
feeling of the beads that they gave this 
mystical quality with the colours and 
sizes so my ideas went from there. Using 
a tibetan silver charm I had in my stash 
of a butterfly I added that onto the filled 
pendant finishing off the necklace nicely.

Wire star shapes 
provide the focal for 
this necklace.

bead soup 49.indd   30 28/08/2013   15:11



festival season. I enjoy acquiring new skills 
and have recently been working on 
macramé. I liked the contrast of the rough 
grey cord and the sparkly silver beads.

I loved the delicate colours of the 
Preciosa bicones, which remind my of 
my daughter’s eyes. I combined them 
with the loose links for a glamourous, 
but wearable look.

The spacer bar necklace is a little 
more modern and unconventional. I 
would love to recreate this piece in 
sterling silver and semi-precious stones. 

 
I got into making 
jewellery about two and a 
half years ago when I was 
looking for short courses 
to do with my young 

teenage daughter. Then I ended up 
doing so many that I completed my 
Diploma in Creative Jewellery at the 
London Jewellery School last December. 
I don’t currently belong to any clubs or 
groups, but I would love to set one up in 
South West London.

I don’t often work with blue beads so 
it was fun to be out of my comfort zone. 
I particularly liked the silver stardust 
beads, and the figure of eight jump rings 
were really useful.

The tribal necklace and friendship 
bracelet were a nod to the current 

Sarah Burnett-Moore

beadmagazine.co.uk 31

Unconventional 
spacer bar 
necklace.

continued over 
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Below: Statement 
bib style necklace 
using wrapped cord 
and stardust beads.

The beaders were sent... A goody 
bag from Jencel which included satin Czech 
glass beads and silver stardust beads in 
various sizes, Toho seed beads, Preciosa 

crystal bicones, silver plated QuickLink ovals and connectors.

Shop online at www.jencel.co.uk or call 0114 250 9565. Visit the 
Occasional Bead Shop which happens four times a year, for dates 
and details visit the website.

Sarah used the ovals 
for a dramatic pair of 

sparkly earrings.

Macramé bracelet in 
rough cord.

bead soup 49.indd   31 28/08/2013   15:11
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Damaris Ramenadaen
I have been beading for 
approximately 20 years, 
however it has only been 
the last 7 or 8 years that 
I've really been doing it 
regularly. I remember 

seeing some earrings my best friend at 
school had made and thought “I could do 
that”, so I did! I have always loved 
jewellery and the many different ways to 
decorate yourself depending on your 
mood, finances and fashion; and 
especially love the way you can create 
something that no one else has. I also 
loved reading the different bead 
magazines and being inspired by the 
amazing creations other people made. 

When the beads came through my 
first thoughts were ‘midnight glamour’, 
with the rich blues, sparkly starburst beads 
and dragonfly Toho beads. I loved the way 
the beads all went together but also went 
with so many other things it was hard to 
pick what to start with first! My favourite 
beads were the starburst silver beads as 
they can be used to glam up any project 
and were so versatile that I found I could 
use them in most of my designs.

Purple Flower Necklace - The first 
piece I made with the beads was the flower 
focal in this necklace. I wired together links 
from a chain I already had, then square 
stitched the dragonfly Toho beads into a 
centre piece to hide the wirework. I wasn’t 
sure how to use the focal and played 
around it for quite a while before settling 
on using it in an asymmetrical necklace 
with multiple strands. 

Stormy Skies Bracelet - I had 
stumbled on creating this design a couple 
of years ago when I was trying to follow 
a different pattern and went completely 
wrong – just goes to show there really are 
no mistakes in beading! As I hadn’t really 
used many of the blue Czech glass satin 
beads I spent a long time trying to work 
out how to use them. The design was so 
versatile and easy to incorporate some of 
the remaining beads that I had finished 
it in an evening. 

Star Earrings - I had just been to see 
the new ‘Great Gatsby’ film and was 

wowed by the amazing jewellery in it. I 
adored the art deco designs and over the 
top glamour of the era so decided I 
wanted a little piece of it for myself ! I 
decided the starburst silver beads would 
give me the sparkle that I needed, so after 
peyote stitching twin hole beads around a 
bead, I used them to add a focal in the 
middle, at the top and bottom of the 
beaded bead, and as the dangle at the 
bottom of the earring. 

Beaded Bead Ribbon Necklace/
Bracelet - This was the final piece I made 
as I really struggled to work with the light 
blue 6mm Preciosa crystal beads, as they 
seemed to not go with any of the 
remaining beads. I decided to go out with 
a bang and use them as the main focal 
point in one of Carol Wilcox Wells Spoke 
beaded beads. Considering they were my 
least favourite beads and the ones I really 
had difficulty choosing how to use them, I 
love the way the piece turned out!  

32

Damaris' pieces 
were really creative.
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Beaded Ornament Cover
Books and Kits

001-916-941-1104www.accentbead.com
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1 (800) 366-2156
www.rings-things.com

• Beads • Chain
• Findings • Gemstones

• Supplies • Tools • Pearls

“Bedazzled Slinky Bracelet”
by Rings & Things Designer,

Sondra Barrington

“Bedazzled Slinky Bracelet”
by Rings & Things Designer,

Sondra Barrington

Visit our Design Gallery for
Sparkly Inspirations!

www.ThreadABead.comwww.ThreadABead.com

100s of
Halloween

patterns
online 
patterns
online 

www.ThreadABead.com

100s of
Halloween

patterns
Halloween

patterns

www.ThreadABead.comwww.ThreadABead.comwww.ThreadABead.com

10%
off your next

order* with code

BEAD49

3100 Bead Patterns For Online Download
Visit the largest UK bead pattern site with over

* Valid until 31st October 2013. Not to be used in conjunction with any other o�er.
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By 

Liz Newbon

BEADLIFE

Liz Newbon is a British primary school teacher and bead enthusiast, who has been  
living and working in Arusha, Tanzania. Recently she was offered the opportunity to  
take part in a beading weekend with the Maasai and jumped at the chance!

It is always surprising what you can 
communicate through the universal 
language of nods, gestures, frowns 

and smiles. Titolai, my beading 
instructor, spoke only Maa, of which I 
know but a few words. However after an 
hour or so she had miraculously 
managed to teach me to make some 
beautiful earrings.

We spent a couple of days at Mkuru 
training camp in the foothills of Mount 
Meru, just outside Arusha National Park 
in northern Tanzania. MTC is an 
Istituto Oikos and Oikos East Africa 
programme, which, in partnership with 
the local Maasai and Meru 
communities, promotes socio-economic 
development through conservation, 

education, training and various small 
income-generating projects.  The focus 
of our weekend was to learn some 
traditional Maasai beading techniques.  
We also had a one-off opportunity  
to explore the local area and find  
out more about the lives of these  
Maasai communities.

After a two-hour dusty, bumpy and 
breathtakingly beautiful drive from 
Arusha in the back of the Land Rover 
we arrived at the camp in the late 
morning. Jacobo, the camp’s manager, 
showed us around and explained the 
structure and aims of MTC. 
Sustainability is at the heart of the 
camp, with its composting toilet (which 
also offers an amazing view of Mount 

Kilimanjaro), vegetable garden, solar 
panels and heaters, energy efficient 
stoves and a rainwater harvesting 
system. The centre runs training for 
the local community, with courses 
ranging from computer skills to 
honey production. 

We had a simple but tasty lunch 
of beans, maize, salad and fruit and 
then set off to a nearby boma for 
our beading lesson. Our teachers 
were there waiting for us; Maasai 

women from the local village: Titolai, 
Esupat and Maria. They showed us 
some samples of their beautiful 
beadwork: intricately designed bracelets, 
earrings, necklaces, belts and key rings 
in a dazzling array of colours. 

We sat on grass mats on the floor 
and our instructors got out their 
materials and tools of the trade – wire, 
beads, pliers and needles. Next it was a 
case of watching and then having a go, 
with ongoing encouragement and 
support from our teachers (along with a 
sigh and shake of the head when we 
went wrong, which in my case happened 
quite a few times). I learned how to 
make a pair of earrings by carefully 
coiling the wire and beads into 
concentric circles. Shorter lengths of 
wire were used to help maintain the 
form and shape of the coils. The time 
flew by as we sat, beaded and chatted. 
Music was put on in the background 
and we all hummed along and gossiped 
to each other.

Beadwork has a long history among 
the Maasai and is traditionally done by 
the women in the evening after a long 
day’s work. The colourful and intricate 
designs reflect social standing, beauty 

THE MAASAI
Beading with 

Kilimanjaro), vegetable garden, solar 
panels and heaters, energy efficient 
stoves and a rainwater harvesting 
system. The centre runs training for 
the local community, with courses 
ranging from computer skills to 
honey production. 

of beans, maize, salad and fruit and 
then set off to a nearby boma for 
our beading lesson. Our teachers 
were there waiting for us; Maasai 
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with vast plains, rolling hills and 
volcanic mountain crests. It was the dry 
season and the land was parched and 
brown; dotted here and there with 
gnarly acacia trees. On our return to 
camp, led by Sintamei, we had another 
workshop to practice and share our 
newfound beading knowledge. It was a 
lot more difficult without Titolai to 
guide me! Another tasty meal and all 
too soon it was time set off on the 
journey home. 

It was a memorable weekend; 
providing unique opportunities to 
develop our beading skills, make friends 
and learn a little about the lives of the 
Maasai women of Mkuru.  
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and wealth. Each colour has a different 
meaning. Red symbolizes unity, strength 
and bravery. Blue is the colour of water 
and the sky and represents life. Green 
represents the colour of grass which 
provides food for humans and animals. 
Orange and yellow stand for a warm 
welcome and white is the colour of milk. 
Brown and black symbolize the colour 
of the people and the obstacles faced in 
daily life. 

It took me well over an hour to 
complete a simple pair of earrings and it 
made me appreciate how long Maasai 
beadwork takes to make. The markets of 
Arusha are full to the brim of ornate 
and glorious beadwork, often sold for 
next to nothing despite the time, care 
and intricate detail invested in them. 
Titolai appeared pleased with me when 
I finished my handiwork. She decided to 
try on my earrings, giggling shyly when 
I asked to take her photograph. 

Our teachers all worked for Tanzania 
Maasai Women Art, a micro-enterprise 
which has been established to support 
the women of Mkuru by providing a 
stable and sustainable source of income. 
An Italian designer has been brought in 
to provide training to support the local 
women in producing high quality 
products suitable for an overseas market. 
Over 120 women have been involved 
during the three-year history of the 
company which guarantees fair working 
conditions and encourages 
environmentally friendly practices. 

As the sun started to set and the 
light began to fade we helped our 
teachers to pack up and said our 

farewells. We wandered back to camp; 
passing villagers returning from their 
fields, children collecting firewood and a 
herder with his flock of goats. After 
another delicious meal of rice, spinach, 
chicken and vegetables; we sat around 
the camp fire while Jacobo and Sintamei 
(the workshop’s facilitator) recounted 
tales of their lives growing up, providing 
an interesting insight into Maasai life 
and culture. 

The following morning we went for 
a walk around the camp and 
surrounding area. We could just glimpse 
snow-capped Kilimanjaro poking 
through the clouds as we set off. The 
surrounding area is mainly savannah, 

Titolai demonstrates 
the technique for 
making earrings.

Amazing and 
colourful 

beadwork.

Seed bead 
bangles.
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ABOVE: Vicky Roberts, 
Liverpool "This is my entry 
- I really enjoyed designing him."

Readers’

CHALLENGE
Every issue we ask you to send in your themed creations. 

This time the challenge inspiration was ‘Dia de los Muertos’, 

take a look at what these readers came up with…
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challengethemes

ABOVE: Marina Garbo, Italy   
Marina created this pendant in peyote 
stitch with white Delica beads, 
Swarovski crystals and a skull charm.

This issue each reader printed has won 

skull beads and this seasonal pearl mix from  

The Spellbound Bead Co. 47 Tamworth Street, 

Lichfield, Staffordshire WS13 6JW. 

01543 417650 www.spellboundbead.co.uk

The Spellbound Bead Company

ABOVE:  Jenny Argyle, County 
Durham 
 "I created this for North East Beading 
Buddies' monthly challenge!"

LEFT: Nicky Farrar, 
Nottinghamshire "A triple wrap 
bracelet with a wooden toggle using 
Carnelian and wooden beads made in 
remembrance of my Dad, the charms 
and materials representing hobbies, 
holidays and interests."

Jenny Argyle, County rgyle, County 

LEF
Nottinghamshire 
bracelet with a wooden toggle using 
Carnelian and wooden beads made in 
remembrance of my Dad, the charms 
and materials representing hobbies, 
holidays and interests."

"Colourful sugar 
skulls are used on 
alters during this 
Mexican festival".
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LEFT: Cecilia Zapata, France  
"I made this necklace few months ago, it is 
inspired by the 'Nightmare before 
Christmas'. I was born on November 2nd, 
which is Dia de los Muertos, and when I was 
a child I always used to watch that movie on 
my birthday and I was both scared and 
amazed by the long-leg skeleton man. I 
hope you'll find the spirit of the Dia de los 
Muertos in this piece."

RIGHT: Catherine Chinoy, 
Norwich "Here's a bead embroidered 
hairslide I made for Dia de los Muertos. I 
often wear it to bead fairs so my friends 
can identify me from behind whilst bent 
over beads! I call him Rodrigo!"

ABOVE: Gaynor Armitage, Essex "Here is my 
entry - I made a glass lampwork coffin, and then added 
metal skulls and a Swarovski black crystal. Very gothic! I 
always look forward to the challenges in the magazine."

ABOVE: Fiona Tate, 
Wolverhampton 
Fiona's charm bracelet 
features sugar skull charms 
and metal crosses.
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ABOVE: Fiona Tate, 

Visit our Facebook  
page to see more 
fabulous entries

This theme really captured your 
imagination! Unfortunately we 
didn’t have space to print all the 
entries, so we have created an 
album on our Facebook page 
where you can see them all!

SUBMITTING ITEMS
You can email photos to chloe@beadmagazine.co.uk.  
Please add 'Challenge' in the subject line.
See page 89 of this issue for more information on submitting photos. Please 
note deadlines and themes are subject to change occasionally.

BELOW: Donna Sanders, 
Nottinghamshire "This challenge 
inspired me to adapt the pattern for my 
Skully Earrings and come up with this pair, 
along with a cuff to go with them."

"Day of the Dead 
takes place on 
November 1st  

and 2nd."
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POLYMERCLAY

Get ready for the Big Bead Show! As the date gets nearer 
we take a look at what's on offer at the UK's biggest all 
beading event. It's not to be missed!

BEADSHOW

BigBeadShow
OCTOBER 19    2013TH

See the website for ticket prices, more  

info and for booking, don't forget you can  

also take advantage of group booking 

discounts and early bird deals. Kids go free. 

www.thebigbeadshow.co.uk 
Sandown Park, Esher, Surrey

STEAMPUNK FUN! Jema Hewitt will be showing visitors how to create altered elements for use in steampunk jewellery creations!

discounts and early bird deals. Kids go free.

MASTERCLASSES
mini
Learn from the best in one of our three mini masterclasses! These 
workshops last 2-3 hours and include all materials. They cost £40 and must 
be pre-booked. Make sparkling crystal and bead elements with beadwork 
master Heather Kingsley-Heath, get the basics of silver clay with Sue 
Heaser, or learn French Beading Techniques and create an Ox-Eye Daisy 
with Katie Dean.

More beads than you can shake a stick at!

WORKSHOPS
taster

We have 12 different classes for you to choose from with some of the 
world's best tutors. Learn everything from beadwork to polymer clay, 
wirework, steampunk jewellery, soutache and more. To see the full range of 
classes visit the website, but hurry many have already sold out; we 
recommend you don't leave it until the day of the show to book to avoid 
disappointment. All taster workshops last 1 hour and cost £13 in advance 
or £18 on the day, unless otherwise stated. 
To book visit www.thebigbeadshow.co.uk

We have 12 different classes for you to choose from with some of the 

Turn to 
page 74  
for your 

FREE 
ticket!

Shop 'til you drop with over 70 of your favourite beading 
suppliers, with everything for every jewellery and beading 
discipline including wirework, chainmaille, beadwork, polymer 
clay, lampwork, bead embroidery and much more! We have 
fantastic artisan beads and cabochons from some of the UK's 
best designer makers, with several new exhibitors this year. 
There's a cafe, plenty of free parking and an exclusive display 
from the British Bead Award finalists. See you there!

Estelle beadwork components with 

Heather Kingsley Heath.
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Bead Fair 
Cheltenham  
& Gloucester 

Saturday 5th October 2013 
10am - 4pm 

Gloucester Holiday Inn Hotel

visit the website for more information 
www.thebeadtour.co.uk 

 
Tel: 01255 431629

Kumihimo Beading

TotallyBeads

Hematite 
Spiral

Make Me 
for only

£4

Make Me 
for only

£7

Crystal 
Pearl  
Spiral 

®

To fi nd a Beadalon retailer near you, please visit www.beadalon.com/locatewheretobuy.asp

www.facebook.com/beadalon

MADE IN USA
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Beadalon miniature bead stringing cable 
combines the softness and fl exibility of 
thread with the strength and durability of 
stainless steel. Jewelry made on Beadalon 
wire is designed to last a lifetime - it’s the 
perfect fi rst choice for  stringing designs!

• Supple & Kink Resistant – The 
  higher the number of strands, the 
  softer and more threadlike, i.e. our 49 
  Strand is the softest wire

• Abrasion Resistant - The wire 
  protects against sharp crystal, 
  gemstone, glass, and metal beads

• Knottable – Ties easily like thread

• 100% Waterproof - Withstands 
  fresh and saltwater exposure

• UV Resistant - Will not deteriorate 
  in sunlight

• Versatile - A wide range of 
  diameters, fl exibilities, and colors

Wear it 
a lifetime

String it once...

7 Strand
Good fl exibility & drape, lower priced

49 Strand 
Best fl exibility & drape, higher priced

19 Strand
Better fl exibility & drape, medium priced

This necklace is designed using the NEW Watusi bead 
stringing technique. You can learn how to make this 
design at:   www.youtube.com/beadalon
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Ruth Williams & 
Brendan Fan

BEADPROFILE

i am acrylic
With the rise in popularity of shaped acrylic jewellery,  
Chloe Menage meets designer makers Ruth Williams and 
Brendan Fan and finds out more about their successful 
London based jewellery business I Am Acrylic.

If you’re mooching through the streets 
and markets around the Brick Lane 
area of London, you’re likely to come 

across plenty of bright and fun acrylic 
jewellery and accessories, as this current 
trend for colourful and bold jewellery 
seems to ever expand. But what sets  
I Am Acrylic apart from the rest, aside 
from their eye-catching stall which just 
oozes cuteness, is the the fact that unlike 
most other acrylic jewellery on the 
market at the moment - each of their 
pieces is cut by hand, as oppose to laser 
cut - making it truly handmade.

Created by Ruth Williams and 
Brendan Fan, I Am Acrylic’s quirky 
range uses materials like acrylic, wood 

and aluminium, cut out using a jig-saw 
and drill. When asked about their more 
labour intensive choice of working, Ruth 
explained: “We individually hand cut 
each component for our jewellery 
(strictly no laser cutting) and we file and 
sand the edges to give them a lovely 
smooth finish. As we cut everything out 
by hand our designs can’t be too 
complicated. We quite enjoy this 
constraint as it forces us to really 
simplify our designs and really 
concentrate on what the most important 
element of the shape is.”

With a wonderfully whimsical feel, 
that is modern yet nostalgic, their most 

popular design shapes include birds, 
mice, cheese, teapots, planets and leaves. 
Always looking for new ideas and 
materials to take the brand forward, the 
pair came up with adding thread into 
their designs: “We work with silhouettes 
a lot and then there is the challenge of 
adding detail afterwards. We quite often 
drill holes or add other layers for extra 
detail. Recently we’ve started to 
incorporate embroidery into our designs. 
This has given a whole new dimension to 
the way we work, meaning that we can 
include thin lines as well. An engraving 
tool is next on the shopping list!"

Winning combinations 
When asked about some of their 
favourite materials to use Ruth said: 
“We use a lot of 5mm thick acrylic in our 
designs. This seems to be quite unusual 
and the thickness and the way we finish 
the edges quite often results in it looking 
like a different material altogether!”
 One of their most popular creations 
are their Cheese and Mouse earrings. 
People seem drawn to the combination 
of acrylic, plywood and aluminium in 
different thicknesses. Ruth feels that 
these things together really change the 
property of the material, and we at Bead 
think they are just adorable!

Ruth and Brendan met at university, 
whilst studying Fine Art at Winchester 
School of Art. They have been creating 
their quirky and fun jewellery together 

Mouse and Cheese 
earrings, made from 
aluminium and acrylic.

42 beadmagazine.co.uk
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Despite the company keeping them 
busy Ruth still finds the time for 
teaching classes too! She runs a regular 
craft group at St Mungo’s homeless 
hostel, teaching participants a mixture of 
painting drawing, sewing, knitting, 
sculpting and more, with the jewellery 
sessions being the most popular. It’s a 
rewarding task for Ruth: “It’s fantastic 
when someone who says that they ‘can’t 
do art’ ends up making something great, 
that they’re really proud of !”

As the business continues to grow, 
Brendan and Ruth have no shortage of 
fresh ideas. They love the idea of 
developing some of their larger designs 
into clocks or mechanical toys and have 
also just completed a project brief from 
a company called Merrimaking, which 
has the potential to lead to collaborative 
pieces....so watch this space!
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SEEmore
Check out more of Brendan and Ruth 
jewellery designs at  
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for eight years now. Brendan said: “We 
used to hang out in Tescos a lot back 
then as Ruth worked on the deli there.” 

 Brendan went to visit a lot (mainly 
for the free ham samples) and the 
partnership grew from there! (Perhaps 
some of the cheese inspired designs 
originate from there too!) Brendan grew 
up in Timsbury, Bath and Ruth grew up 
at Christ’s Hospital School in West 
Sussex, where both her parents were 
teachers. Ruth’s Dad was a resistant 
materials teacher and Ruth gained some 
of her passion for creating from him. 
Ruth said: “Both of us enjoyed CDT 
(now known as DT) and Dad was a 
CDT teacher - but it does mean that our 
skills date back from the 90s! However 
we’re learning new things all the time, 
and honing our skills as we go along!”

Ideal location 
Now the pair live in the crafty and 
cultural hotspot that is Spitalfields, 
which is ideal for running their weekly 
stall at Brick Lane’s Sunday Upmarket. 
Their jewellery workshop is based at 
their house, which is within spitting 
distance of this famous lane, and this is 
where they can be found most of the 
time. Ruth said: “Our (noisy) 
mechanical fretsaw, the pillar drill, 
packing table and computer are in our 
living room, and another work desk and 
the photo studio are in our spare room. 
Brendan works primarily downstairs 
cutting everything out and I work 

upstairs cleaning up everything and 
piecing it together.”

When designing, the two draw very 
much on their art school background, 
preferring the solidity of paper over a 
computer screen when coming up with 
new designs. Their unique and fun 
branding stands out from the crowd and 
certainly shows off their fun characters, 
as well as their colourful designs. A lot 
of brainstorming and word association 
games can be blamed for their quirky 
and clever designs, Ruth said: “We both 
favour pen and paper rather than any 
programs to do our designing. This is 
usually followed by paper model making, 
discussions, tweaks, prototype making, 
then we settle on the final design.”

Full-time fun 
Taking the big leap to becoming full 
time designer makers was a scary step, 
but something which has really paid 
off. As well as selling at the market,  
I Am Acrylic have a successful online 
shop and their jewellery can be found 
in boutiques around the country. They 
have been featured in countless 
magazines and blogs, and a recent 
proud moment saw Jo Hartley in 
Channel 4’s programme The Mimic 
sporting some I Am Acrylic apparel. 
Ruth enthused: “It was great to see our 
Teapot and Cup brooch and our Cloud 
necklace on the telly!”

Anyone for tea? Teapot 
and cup brooch.

Cloud necklace using 
mirrored acrylic.

Brendan at 

work cutting.
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Designed by 

Lesley Messam

METALCLAY

silver jewellery
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DAY OF THE DEAD

time&money
Make in around  
a day and for 
under £20.

day of the dead earrings 49.indd   44 28/08/2013   15:27
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toptips

• These are fun and 
simple to make and 
right now are bang 
on trend.

• Change the look by 
using different 
coloured CZs (cubic 
zirconias) - why not 
try deep red for a 
more gothic look?

• If you know how to 
solder then solder wire 
to the earrings instead 
of glue on studs.

• For the pendant 
use a larger skull 
bead for the mould 
and 6mm CZs. Solder 
a silver jump ring to 
the top to finish.

"Bag the macabre 
trend for skulls with 

this easy project."
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Designed by 

Irene McCarthy

CHAINMAILLE

chainmaille cuff
FELT, CRYSTAL AND
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1. Take 11 of the 6mm open jump rings, 
close four of the jump rings and place in 
a line on the mat. Take a 5th jump ring  
connect it through the 1st and 2nd, 
repeat with the 2nd and 3rd jump rings 
and with the 3rd and 4th rings. This will 
need 7 of the jump rings and will 
complete two rows. (Shown with 
coloured rings in photo for clarity).

3. Leaving a 5mm seam allowance, pin 
the chainmaille onto the A4 felt. Leave a 
space for your chosen clasp (for this design 
2”). With a needle and thread secure the 
first corner jump ring with a few stitches. 
Cut the thread. 

2. For the third row the 8th jump ring 
goes through the 5th ring. The 9th jump 
ring will go through the 5th and 6th jump 
ring. The 10th jump ring will go through 
the 6th and 7th jump ring. The 11th jump 
ring will go through the 7th jump ring 
only. This will complete the third row. (See 
photo above.) Repeat this three row 
pattern until all 165 jump rings have been 
used. See below.

4. Thread the needle with a long length of 
thread. Thread through from the underneath 
of the felt, exit out through the first jump 
ring, add 8 seed beads, thread back through 
the felt in the middle of the next adjacent 
jump ring (in the row of 4 jump rings). 

toptips

I made my own jump rings using 
enamelled wire 0.3mm/28ga and a 
hand mandrel. This really helps to 
keep cost down and makes the 
project truly handmade!

time&money
Make in around 4 hours 
and for under £15.  

5. Over sew and exit back through the 
same jump ring. Check the seed beads fall 
into a loop over the two jump rings. 
Create 2 more loops in this way for the 
rest of this row. Repeat on all the rows of 
4 jump rings until all the chainmaille has 
been covered.
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6. Thread the needle with a long length 
of thread. From the underneath of the felt 
exit out through the first jump ring of the 
first 3 jump ring row of the cuff. Pick up  
2 seed beads, 1 crystal, 2 seed beads, 
thread back throught the felt in the 
middle of the next adjacent jump ring in 
the row. Repeat adding 2 seed beads, 1 
bicone crystal, 2 seed beads within each 
3-ring row in this way, until you reach the 
end of the bracelet. Finish ends and trim.

Clasp

10. For the decorative button take a 4 
hole button and a long strand of 
28ga/0.3mm gauge wire. Thread one end 
of the 28ga/0.3mm wire though a hole of 
the button and hold it into place at the 
back of the button. 

11. Add seed beads to the wire, covering 
it until it reaches around and under the 
button. Thread only the wire back through 
the same hole it exited out of before adding 
the beads at the front of the button.

7. Using the chainmaille design as a guide, 
fold the excess felt under the chainmaille 
design. Place the work flat onto a work 
surface, smooth down. Take a pair of 
scissors and allowing for a border of approx. 
5mm from the edge of the chainamaille, cut 
the excess felt off. (This should form a 
folded felt section like a tube shape). 

8. Take a tape measure and measure the 9 
inches in length or chosen wrist size 
needed. Cut the short side of the felt to 
the 9 inches needed, but remember to 
allow room for the decorative button and 
the velcro.

9. To secure the felt tube sections 
together use a threaded needle, start to 
sew around a short edge first, then the 
long edge, finishing at the end of the last 
short edge section. The folded edge will 
not need sewing. 

12. Repeat this until the button is fully 
covered with seed beads using all the holes 
in the button to spread the wire and seed 
beads around. Snip off any unwanted ends 
of the wire using flush cutters.

13. To add crystals to the centre of the 
seed bead button use a small amount of 
wire, thread it through the back of one of 
the centre holes of the button. Now add a 
crystal to the long strand that is exiting 
out of the front of the button and work 
the thread back down through the hole 
you exited from. Repeat this technique to 
add 3 x 6mm crystals in total. Snip off any 
unwanted wire with flush cutters at the 
back of the button, hide ends.

14. Using a threaded needle sew the button 
firmly into place on the edge of the cuff 
design where the velcro connection will sit 
under the felt area to close the cuff together.

15. Place two lengths of strong velcro on 
the overlapping ends of the cuff and glue 
or stitch into place. Alternatively you 
could stitch on press studs. 
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1. Measure the length you need your 
finished item to be, then cut 4 strands of 
cord each 4 times the length of your 
finished design, 2 of each colour. I used 2 
x 2m of grey and 2 x 2m of teal Place the 
4 strands together and fold them in half, 
tie the centre with a spare piece of cord. 
Push the centre of the cord through the 
middle hole of the disc (it can be useful to 
clip a kumihimo weight onto the scrap 
cord to help to pull the braid down).

3. For the 2 colour twist as in the samples, 
you will need to arrange the same colour 
cords either side of N and S and the same 
colour cords either side of W and E. To 
follow our instructions you will need to place 
north at the top, once you have mastered the 
technique you can start anywhere.

2. Cut each end of your cord at an angle 
so it creates a fine point, coat about 2.5cm 
(1”) up with clear nail varnish to make a 
‘needle’ to thread your beads on with.

time&money
Make in around 2 hours 
and for under £10.  

4. Take the cord to the right of N, (between 
32 and 1) and bring it down to the right of 
the bottom cord (between 14 and 15). Take 
the bottom cord to the left of S (between 16 
and 17) and take this up to the left of the 
top cord (between 30 and 31).
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beaded kumihimo

"Kumihimo is 
the Japanese 
art of braiding"

toptips

• I always use a weight to hold my cord 
down, especially when I start, try our 
twister clasp to create the perfect clip on 
weight in your favourite beads.

• Try to use a coordinating cord to match 
your beads for this project as you do see 
some of the cord as the beads vary in size.

5. Now turn the disc anticlockwise so 
that E is at the top and repeat the previous 
step. This time the cords from the top 
right (between 8 and 9) and will go to the 
right of W (between 22 and 23) and the 
cord from the bottom left will go to the 
left of E (between 6 and 7). Turn the disc 
a quarter turn anticlockwise again (S will 
now be at the top).

6. Repeat the previous steps by taking the 
cord to the right of the top cords and 
bringing it down to the right of the 
bottom cords, and then the cord to the left 
of the bottom cords up to the left of the 
top cords and rotating anticlockwise after 
these 2 moves. A swirly braid will start to 
come through the centre of the disc. I 
braided about 15cm of cord before I 
started to add the beads. 

7. To start my beaded cluster I now 
thread all the size 5s needed, as these stay 
the same throughout the twist; pre-thread 
37 onto 4 stands that are opposite each 
other (E and W), on the other 4 strands 
start with 5 x size 5s on each strand, you 
can wrap your remaining cord and any 
excess beads round your bobbins if you 
find them easier to manage. 

8. As you take the next cord over, push 
one bead down and rest it on the outside 
of the cord it is crossing, place the cord 
down as you normally would, repeat this 
on the cord you are taking up, again 
popping a bead down before you lay the 
cord in the disc, rotate the disk 
anticlockwise and repeat. 

9. Remember to add a bead as you take 
each cord over and ensure none of the 
other beads slide into the centre as you are 
working. When you have used the 5 beads 
from your 4 strands you are ready to add 
the next selection of beads on.

10. Add 27 4x6 rondells onto 2 of the 
cords diagonally opposite each other 
followed by 5 of the size 5 beads. On the 
other 2 opposite cords add 10 of the 4mm 
pearls, followed by 7 of the large rondells, 
a further 10 x 4mm pearls and 5 x size 5 
beads. To look at it, the strands opposite 
each other have a pearl one side and a 
crystal the other to start with. 

11. Continue braiding adding a bead 
each time until you have added all the 
beads, finish the braid with a further 15cm 
of braided cord.

12. When you are working out your size 
remember to allow approx. 2cm (¾”) that 
the fastening will add when you attach it.  
When your cord is the desired length, take 
the 4 cords on opposite sides of the disc 
and tie them on the top of the disk, repeat 
with the remaining 4 cords, add some glue 
to ensure they don’t slip undone (I use 
hypo cement for this) when this is dry cut 
off any spare cord.

13. Take your end caps and place E6000 
glue into the cap, put the end of the cord 
into the cap and twist to ensure the glue 
secures the cord into the ends, leave to dry.
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Designed by 

Jennifer Airs

BEADWORK

beadstore
Audrey (with 48cm (19 inch) 
herringbone strap):
• 2g x Czech size 10 seed beads 057  
- A beads      
• 5g x Miyuki size 11 Delica beads 
DB150 - B beads 
• 5g x Miyuki size 11 Delica beads 
DB012 - C beads  
• 2g x Miyuki size 15 Delica beads 
DB0221 - D beads 
• 1g x Czech size 15 charlottes 8025  
– E beads  
• 48 x 3mm Czech crystal bicones 
smoke topaz – F beads  
• 1 x 30x40mm cabochon ‘Audrey’
• 1 x 12mm Swarovski rivoli in Smoked 
Topaz  
For Marilyn (on ribbon). The same 
beads but in these colours:
• 2g 040 - A beads
• 2g DB055 - B beads
• 1g DB0603 - C beads
• 1g DB0221 - D beads
• 1g 8018 - E beads
• 36 x rose opaque - F beads
• 1 x 30x40mm cabochon ‘Marilyn’

toolbox
• Size 12 and 13 needles
• Toning bead thread 
• Frost Beadalon Wildfire   
• Scissors
• Pliers (optional)

supplyshop
• All supplies from CJ Beaders

• See page 89

goddesses
Inspired by beautiful images of Hollywood heroines, this 
intermediate level project uses flat and tubular herringbone, 
flat odd count and tubular peyote, and embellishment.

The Bezel

1. Row 1: Condition about 1.2m (4 feet) 
of bead thread and thread up a size 13 
needle, leaving a tail of about 20cm (8 
inches). Sort out your beads for the first 
row (1D 1B 1A 1B). Pick them up on your 
thread, pushing them towards the spool 
(this working thread shown red in the 
diagram). Stitch through each bead, starting 
with the one second to the needle, this 
thread shown green in Diagram 1.

3. Make your turn for row 2. Bring your 
needle out of the last bead in row 1, pick 
up 1E and stitch through the last bead 
added in row 2 as shown in Diagram 3. 
Adjust tension if necessary with both 
thread ends. Row 3: Layout your beads for 
this row (1D 1B 1A 1B 1E).  Herringbone 
these beads as in row 2: first herringbone 
(1A 1B), then (1B 1D), and finally make 
your turn with 1E. Adjust tension if 
necessary. See Diagram 3.

2. Row 2: Layout your beads for this row 
(1D 1B 1A 1B 1E).  Pick up your (1D 1B) 
and herringbone to row 1 as shown in 
Diagram 2 (newly added beads have a dark 
outline). Pull your thread through to leave a 
slightly loose tension, pick up (1A 1B) and 
herringbone to row 1 again. See Diagram 2.

4. Repeat rows 2 and 3 until your bezel 
(ending with Row 2) will fit tightly around 
your cab (mine was 72 rows). Double stitch 
the first and last rows of your bezel and 
then herringbone together, add 1E and 
turn, tighten your tension. Double stitch 
the join ensuring that a tight tension is 
maintained and fasten your thread. 

5. Find the top/bottom centre A on the 
bezel and mark them (I used looped and 
tied pieces of contrasting thread, later 
removed). Work your way to the back of 
the bezel (the edge without D beads) and 
peyote 2E between each E on the sides of 
the bezel, except for the for the areas 
around the marked centres - count back 3 
spaces then work (E, 2E)x3 before 
returning to 2E.

necessary. See Diagram 3.

SCREEN

time&money
Make Marilyn in around 10 hours 
and for under £10.  
Make Audrey in around 30 hours 
and for under £15.

SILVER

6. Stitch through to the front of the bezel 
(the side with D beads) and drop the cab in 
face up. Stitch around the D beads; tighten 
your thread to make the bezel hold the cab; 
fasten your thread and stitch through to the 
back of the bezel. Peyote an E into each 
gap in the row of E beads added at 5 above 
Fasten and neaten your thread.

7. Using your size 13 needle, thread up 
about 1m (3 feet) of WildFire and anchor 
it firmly near the top of the cab. Stitch 
through to come out between the A and B 
beads in line with the E bead on the left of 
the centre top - reposition the bezel if 
necessary so that the centre of the top is 
between E beads; note that centre top 
beads are outlined red in Diagram 4. 

Diagram 1.

Diagram 2.

Diagram 3.

Diagram 4.
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SCREEN

8. Pick up 1E and stitch back through 
the next A bead, repeat around the cab 
(green threadpath in Diagram 4), tighten 
tension. Stitch through an E just added, 
pick up 1F and stitch through the next E 
(blue threadpath in Diagram 4), repeat 
around the cab, tighten, fasten and neaten 
thread, reposition the bezel if necessary. 
See Diagram 4.

continued over 

The Bail

9. The Bail is in odd count peyote and 
started part way to simplify shaping. Lay 
out your beads for the foundation rows; 
Bail 1 and 2 (1B 5C 1B) then pick them 
up with a size 12 needle on about 1.5m 
(4¾ feet) of conditioned bead thread and 
move them beyond the centre to leave 
about a third of the thread to complete the 
bail (green thread path in Diagram 5, 
beads F).

10. Lay out your beads for the next row 
Bail 3 (1B 2C 1B) and peyote to the 
foundation as in Diagram 5 (red 
threadpath, beads 3); adjust tension. Lay 
out your beads for Bail 4 (1B 3C) and 
peyote to row 3 as in Diagram 5 (blue 
threadpath, beads 4); adjust tension. Note 
the ‘figure of eight’ threadpath used to get 
the (blue) thread into the right position to 
start row 4: use any such method you prefer 
to turn the thread. See Diagram 5.

11. Layout your beads for the next row Bail 
5 (1B 2C 1B) and peyote into position; 
adjust tension. Rows Bail 6 to 19: repeat 
Bail 4 and 5, ending with Bail 5. At this 
stage you will have 10 edge beads each side 
and are ready to start the decrease. Layout 
your beads for Bail 20 (1B 1C 1B) and 
peyote as in Diagram 6 (green threadpath, 
Beads 20); adjust tension. Note the 
modified ‘Figure of eight’ threadpath. 

12. Layout your beads for Bail 21 (2B) and 
peyote as in Diagram 6 (red threadpath, 
beads 21); adjust tension. Note a further 
modified ‘figure of eight’ threadpath. Layout 
your beads for Bail 22 (1B) and peyote as in 
Diagram 6 (red threadpath, Beads 21); adjust 
tension. Fasten and neaten this thread end. 
Thread the tail at the other end of the bail 
onto a size 12 needle and repeat rows 20 to 
22. Fasten and neaten your thread. See 
Diagram 6.

Clasp (for use with neck strap)

13. Lay out your beads for the foundation 
rows Clasp Ring 1 and 2 (44C) then pick 
them up on a size 13 needle and about 
1.5m (4¾ feet) of conditioned WildFire, 
move them beyond the centre (to leave 
about a third of the thread to complete the 
clasp) and stitch through the first bead to 
make a ring. Clasp Ring 3 and 4: peyote in 
C, step up at the end of each row and keep 
a tight tension.

14. Lay out your beads for the first increase 
row Clasp Ring 5 (48C); each increase is 
made by peyoting 2C into the next gap; 
peyote (increase, 6C, increase, 2C, increase, 
6C, increase, 4C); step up into first increase 
and keep a tight tension. Lay out your beads 
for the increase row in which another colour 
is introduced Clasp Ring 6 (2C 7B 2C 3B 
2C 7B 2C 7B); peyote (increase in C, 7B, 
increase in C, 3B, increase in C, 7B, increase 
in C, 5B); step up into the increse and keep 
a tight tension. 

toptips

• Seal the back of the cabochon to help 
preserve the image from damage.

Diagram 5.

Diagram 6.
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BEADWORK

15. Lay out your beads for Clasp Ring 7 
(1C 8B 1C 4B 1C 8B 1C 6B); peyote, 
following the colours laid down in row 6; 
step up and keep a tight tension. The next 
row shapes the places for crystals and a 
neckstrap by ‘stitching around’ to form 
space for them as in Diagram 7 below. Lay 
out your beads for Clasp Ring 8 (1C 3B 
2C 1B 2C 3B 2C 2B 1C) and attach them 
as the green thread path in Diagram 7; 
step up and keep a tight tension. 

16. Lay out your beads for Clasp Ring 9 
((1E 1F 1E) x4, 1C, (1E 1F 1E) x2, 1C, 
(1E 1F 1E) x4, 1C, (1E 1F 1E) x2, 1C); 
stitch these beads to row 8 as the red 
thread path in Diagram 7 – the group (1E 
1F 1E) is always stitched as a unit and 1C 
always goes between the two row 8 C 
beads; there are 4 (1E 1F 1E) groups on 
each long side and 2 on both short sides – 
but the longer of these short sides has a 
central space for the neck strap in its 
centre – follow red threadpath in Diagram 
7. Tighten, fasten and neaten thread.

Straps
20. The piece ‘Audrey’ pictured has two 
pieces of strap, one with a clockwise twist 
and the other with an anticlockwise twist, 
joined together to make one strap. You can 
make one strap twisted in one direction 
only, or a strap of tubular herringbone on 
(2B 2C) or (1C 1B 1C 1B). Lay out your 
beads for the foundation row Strap 1 (2C 
1D 2B) then pick them up on a size 12 
needle and a comfortable length of 
conditioned bead thread (red thread path 
in Diagram 8), leaving a tail of about 
0.2m/8 inches. Ladder the 2C together as 
in Diagram 8 (green threadpath), pass the 
thread through 1D and ladder 2B; adjust 
tension. See Diagram 8.

17. Thread the starting tail onto a size 
12 needle and complete rows 5 to 8 on 
the other side of the clasp to mirror 
those above: fasten and neaten thread. 
The clasp is completed later when the 
neck strap is attached.

18. Lay out your beads for Clasp Bezel 1 
& 2 (32C) then pick them up on a size 13 
needle and about 1m (3 feet) of 
conditioned bead thread. Move them to 
the centre (to leave about a half of the 
thread to complete the bezel) and stitch 
through the first bead to make a ring. 
Clasp Bezel 3: peyote in D, step up at the 
end of the row and keep a tight tension. 
Clasp Bezel 4: peyote in E, step up at the 
end of the row and keep a tight tension, 
fasten the thread but keep the tail. 

19. Thread the other tail onto a size 13 
needle and repeat row 3. Stitch row 4 with 
a loose tension and without step up, then 
drop the Rivoli face down into the bezel, 
tighten thread and step up. Repeat row 4 
twice. Fasten and neaten thread. Return to 
the tail on top of the bezel and repeat row 
4; step up, tighten tension fasten and 
neaten thread.

OCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 49

Diagram 7.

Space for 
neckstrap.

Diagram 8.

NEEDhelp?You can find step by step 

techniques in our free download at 
beadmagazine.co.uk
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22. Passing the thread from the bottom 
of the foundation row to the bottom of 
row 3 around the back of the beadwork 
would make a clockwise twist – see right 
side of Diagram 10. If making two straps 
make sure that you make one clockwise 
and one anticlockwise. Layout your beads 
for Row Strap 4 (2B 1D 2C 1D): 
herringbone (2B), pick up 1D, 
herringbone (2C); pick up 1D, and stitch 
up from the bottom of the last Strap 2 B 
into the first B of Strap 4. Adjust tension 
(a fairly tight tension is needed). See 
Diagram 10.

21. Layout your beads for Row Strap 2 
(2C  2B): herringbone (2C), stitch 
through strap 1 D, herringbone (2B); 
adjust tension and work a normal turn. 
Layout your beads for Row Strap 3 (2B 
1D 2C 1D): herringbone (2B), pick up 
1D, herringbone (2C); adjust tension, 
stitch down to the bottom of the 
foundation row, pick up 1D, and stitch up 
into the first B of this row – see green 
threadpath in Diagram 9; tighten the 
thread to pull the beadwork into a tube 
with an anticlockwise twist – see left side 
of Diagram 10.of Diagram 10.

23. Repeat row Strap 4 until your strap is 
the length you want, always stitching down 
at the end of the row to preserve the twist: 
I made my straps 22cm (8¾ inches) to get 
a finished necklace length of 48cm (19 
inches) - 2 straps plus an 4cm (1½ inch) 
clasp. A 18cm (7 inch) strap will make a 
finished necklace length of 40cm (16 
inches); and one of 21cm (8¼ inch) will 
make a finished necklace length of 46cm 
(18 inches). Once you’ve reached the 
required strap length fasten your thread, but 
keep the tail. You will have a triangular end.

25. The other ends of your strap will have 
a similar triangular shape. These can be 
expanded to approximate a tube by ladder/
square stitching a few beads into the end 3 
rows of the tube. The beads that need to be 
added are more or less those shown with a 
dark outline in diagram 11, except that 
some will be C beads to blend into the 
pattern of the strap. 

27. Thread a size 13 needle on about 
0.5m (1½ feet) of conditioned WildFire 
and anchor it in the other end of the 
necklace strap. Stitch through the C at the 
end of the strap, pick up (10C, 5E); stitch 
into one of the last row E on the 
underside of the clasp bezel and through a 
few beads of the bezel to exit the bead 
entered; stitch back through the (5E, 10C) 
and back into the necklace strap. 

28. Stitch through a few beads in the 
strap and exit the bead entered; stitch 
through the (10C) and pick up (5E); 
stitch into the underside of the bezel on 
the opposite side to your first attachment 
and work as before. Repeat twice more so 
that there are 4 evenly spaced attachments 
to the underside of the bezel and the bezel 
is firmly attached to the neckstrap. Fasten 
and neaten the thread in the neck strap. 

Attaching the bail

29. Anchor about 0.2m (8 inches) of 
WildFire into the bezel and exit through 
the end (row 22) B. Pick up 1A and stitch 
into the centre back B of the embellished 
bezel, stitch around a few beads in the 
bezel and back out of the same B, exiting 
from the opposite side; stitch back 
through the A and into the opposite side 
of the B from which you left it, stitch 
around a few bail beads and exit from the 
same bead. Double stitch and return to the 
bezel, fasten your thread.

30. Stitch through to the front of the 
bezel and exit the centre F; place the bezel 
over the ribbon or strap; pick up 1E, stitch 
through the other bail end (row 22) B. 
Stitch around a few beads in the bail and 
back out of the same B, exiting from the 
opposite side; pick up 1E, stitch through 
the other side of the centre F on the bezel. 
Stitch around a few beads in the bezel and 
back out of the same F. Double stitch, 
fasten and neaten all thread ends.

toptips

• A size 13 needle can usually cope with 
tiny Czech size 15 charlottes; discard any 
that won’t pas over the eye of the needle. 
Gentle encouragement from a pair of 
pliers or similar (a smooth pull, not a jerk) 
may be needed when working a 
subsequent row.

24. Join the two straps together. Place 
the strap ends so that the triangles overlap 
at the centre (in Diagram 11 one strap end 
is shown with a dark outline to the beads, 
the other with no outline) and stitch them 
together, filling in any missing D beads as 
necessary; first with one thread end and 
then double stitch with the other; fasten 
and neaten both thread ends. You will find 
that they make a tube with a bend in it. 
See Diagram 11.

26. Thread a size 13 needle on about 0.5m 
(1½ feet) of conditioned WildFire and 
anchor it in one end of the necklace strap. 
Pass the thread around the ring clasp so it 
will be concealed when the clasp is finished, 
and the strap will lie in the gap in rows 7-9. 
Pull tight and stitch through the third row 
of the necklace strap; pass around clasp 
again, stitch through the strap again, 
tighten and fasten the thread in the clasp 
near the strap. Stitch around to the 
unattached side of the clasp near the neck 
strap then stitch row 8 to row 9 repeating 
the thread path used in step 16 above; 
fasten and neaten thread.

Diagram 9.

Diagram 10.

Anticlockwise
Clockwise

Diagram 11.
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Beads! Beads! Beads!

Always at great LOW prices! 
www.thebeadstore.co.uk

www.yashmacreations.etsy.com

Jewellery making 
supplies: Czech glass 

beads and quality 
brass � ndings at

Serendipity Beads 
For ALL Your Beading Needs 

Beads, Findings, Stringing 
Materials, Tools etc from the 

leading names in beading. Shop 
at our 1000sq ft Shop at 

Cross Hands, Carmarthenshire. 
SA14 6NT 

Call us on 01269 832238 
or 

www.serendipity-beads.co.uk 

For ALL Your Beading Needs 
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beadstore
Glass rods in: 

• Creamsicle 

• Reichenbach Magic
Stringers in: 

• Black

• White 

• Clear 

• Creamsicle (for  
the nose)

toolbox
• I use a broken graphite 
stick, but you could use 
the end of a fat pencil

• Mandrel

• Bead release

• Glass rods

• Torch

• Small mashers

• Marver

supplyshop
• All supplies from  

Tuffnell Glass

• See page 89

Designed by 

Laney Mead

LAMPWORK

Make these wonderful turtle character beads from Laney Mead - 
experiment with colour combinations and practice your scultural 
techniques for some really cute critters.

1.  Using Creamsicle (or colour of choice) wind on two 
good sized spacer beads. Add a further spacer bead 
size in the centre of the two already wound and melt in. 

3. Gently heat the now flatter base and using gravity 
tilt the mandrel until the base is pointing down to the 
desk. You are wanting the glass to round off over the 
flatter base, this will give you a neat bead hole.

2. Heat one end of the bead, this will be the base, heat 
gently and press against a marver (I have used a torch 
marver in the photo but you can use any hand held 
one). You are not after a neat edge, but do be careful to 
not break the bead release, a couple of gentle heat and 
presses is better than one press that is too hard and 
damages the bead release.

4. Its hard to see in the photo, but your bead will have 
a fatter bottom and a slimmer top, this is the shape you 
are wanting, a sort of squashed cone shape. Add dots 
of  Reichenbach Magic (or colour of choice). These dots 
do not need to be uniform in shape or size.  

time&money
Make in less  
than two hours  
and for under £10.

TURTLE LOVE
true

toptips

• When shaping the 
bead in step 3, be 
careful that the glass 
is not too gloppy, you 
don’t want to lose 
control. Use just 
enough heat for the 
glass to gently roll in 
the direction you 
want. If the glass 
flows too fast, level 
the mandrel off and 
wait a second or two 
until it's cooler before 
trying again. 
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continued over 

TURTLE LOVE
true

Always make sure 
that you are safe 
when lampworking, 
with appropriate 
clothing, ventilation 
and eye protection.

!BEAD
SAFE

5. Melt flat the dots, try and keep the bead cool so you 
don’t distort the squashed cone shape.

6. Gently heat one side of the bead, towards the base 
(flatter end) and using a cool rod, touch the spot and 
gently pull out. Not too much, this will be the tail and 
turtle tails are stubby little things.
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7. Opposite the tail, heat the bead side and using a flat 
tool impress into the glass. I have a broken graphite 
stick which is perfect for this, it gives a nice pucker 
where a neck would be. Then add a nice blob of 
Creamsicle glass and using gravity tilt the bead slightly 
upwards, so the blob stretches and curves. This will be 
the head.

8. Now for the fun bit. Add two eyes either side of the 
blob; with black, melt flat, add white, melt flat. Next add 
clear, melt almost flat and then add a tiny dot of black 
for the pupil and melt flat. Add a small dot of 
Creamsicle for the nose.

9. Next add the flippers. At each ‘corner’ (if round 
beads can have corners), add equal amounts of 
Creamsicle glass. I like to add a nice blob then even up 
with smaller dots.  

58 beadmagazine.co.uk
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10. Gently melt the flipper blobs together if you have 
more than one blob and using the small mashers, mash, 
but be gentle, we don’t want to make these too thin.
Repeat until all four flippers have been mashed.

11. This step can be done two ways. The first is to 
gently heat the tip of the flipper, using the cold glass 
rod, touch the end and give a small and very gentle pull 
to change the shape.  Always pull back towards the tail, 
turtle flippers point this way not forward.  
 The second way is using a stringer. Add a small dot 
of glass (same colour as the flipper) at the edge of the 
flipper, towards the back not the front, and as you pull 
the stringer away it will leave a ‘flick’ shape.

12. Give your turtle some gentle heat under the 
flippers and gently press down onto a marver to ‘sit’ 
him and make him level. Heat him gently in the flame to 
flame anneal and pop him into the kiln.

 

Did you know Leatherback 
sea turtles are the biggest 
turtles on Earth? I love 
making sculptural beads, 
and beads for the Beads of 
Courage Programme. 
Turtles are used in the 
Programme, they represent 
Protection and are given  
to children during  
their treatment.  

BEADnerd
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Contact Annie AKA The Black Dragon
Bryn Talog, Pencader, Carmarthen, 
Wales SA39 9BD. Tel: 01559 384624

annie@blackdragon.co.uk
www.blackdragon.co.uk

or www.celticbeadshop.com

Solid lead-free pewter buttons, beads & 
clasps with intricate Celtic knots.

Hand cast in Wales with nice big holes.

 i h St eet  Ventn  Is e  Wi ht O  R
www u e n eads uk        

Purplemoonbeads

CALL 0117 300 9800

£29.95

www.shineyrocks.co.uk
Bristol, Bath & Stroud

Happy to help with colour advice!

Encrusted

Braceletlet
Kit

with SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS® and Miyuki Seed Beads

As featured in
this issue!

Includes all
materials

What colour will you make?
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MEET

Jennifer Airs

BEADPROFILE

jennifer airs
As one of our longest contributing bead artists, Jennifer Airs has had dozens of her 
beautiful and intricate patterns published in Bead, as Chloe Menage discovers...

Jennifer Airs has been contributing 
to Bead since way back in Issue 5, 
she has featured on twelve front 

covers and written countless projects, 
patterns and articles. Her popular and 
much loved designs are some of the most 
talked, and most re-created, of all our 
projects. Most recent are her Borgia 
Bangles from Issue 45; I lost track of the 
number of people at the April Big Bead 
Show who came up to me to show off 
their versions, and her Lotus bangle is 
another that, even years on, continues to 
be a firm favourite. 

Jennifer discovered her love for 
beadwork many years ago, and her 
techniques, skill and passion have only 
grown with time - as has her bead stash! 
Award winning, Jennifer took first place 
in the Crystals category in The British 
Bead Awards 2011, with her dazzling 
Azores in the Atlantic necklace, and was 
honoured to be invited as a judge for 
2012 and 2013. She was also a finalist in 

the 2011 awards.
Jennifer's life has never been settled - 

as a child she moved all over the world 
with her family, her father was an 
accountant and his itchy feet saw them 
living in Malaya, Ceylon, India and East 
Africa. The memories and colours of 
these exotic places have stayed with her 
and Jennifer loves to draw on them for 
use in her beadwork designs.

Colour has to be Jennifer's greatest 
inspiration, and probably her second 
greatest passion next to beadwork. In her 
'beadery' she has drawers and drawers of 
beads, all arranged by shade, thousands 
and thousands of Delicas, seed beads, 
Charlottes and fire polish beads. When 
Jennifer comes across a colour 
combination that shouts to be made into 
a piece, she keeps the beads together in a 
box or bag, until the right project comes 
along. Jennifer's creative mind is 
constantly jumping on to the next 
project, and she claims one of her worst 
habits to be abandoning a project to start 

on a new idea that just has to be made! 
"My worst failing is that I find the next 
project more exciting than the current 
one and I love moving on to something 
new, so I have a whole host of UFOs."

Now based in the New Forest, after 
relocating from West Sussex last year, 
Jennifer and her husband John love 
filling their days with visiting local 
gardens, craft centres and making 
friends with the local wildlife. Their new 
bungalow offers Jennifer the perfect 
beading room, her 'Beaderie' is a 
wonderful room, with a unit filling the 
whole wall, just packed full of 
inspiration, she also has a secret stash of 
even more UFOs in a cupboard in her 
bedroom - shhh!

Pondering and puzzles 
Her job as a Government Statistician gave 
her early retirement some time ago, 
leaving her free to spend her time beading. 
She now teaches regular workshops at her 
local bead shop The New Forest Bead 
Shop (CJ Beaders). Her previous career 
suited her well: "My geometric/spatial/
puzzling mind enjoyed setting up surveys, 
defining data items, analysing and 

presenting the results."
However she is equally suited to 

beadweaving and loves nothing 
better than to ponder beady dilemmas 

and design flaws: "I’m puzzling out 
new designs all the time: including in 

the swimming pool, when walking and 
when asleep. My designs often come Lotus bangle, 

published in Issue 13.
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keep popping up: I think I have a trove 
of at least 50 yet to work on."

Jennifer designs for the love of it, and 
shares her passion through publishing her 
patterns in magazines and on her website. 
She doesn't sell her finished pieces, 
preferring to make for her own pleasure 
or as gifts for friends and family. Most of 
her work is made up from tiny seed 
beads, but Jennifer also has a penchant 
for including sparkly Swarovski stones, 
semi-precious cabochons and artisan 
lampwork beads. Husband John knows 
her love of beads and is really supportive 
and sometimes treats Jennifer to a must-
have bead or beading accessory. Jennifer 
said: "John bought me pearls for our 25th 
Wedding Anniversary, which were soon 
knotted into a long necklace and a 
bracelet. He also bought me amethysts 
for our 30th which I've now strung."

It's fair to say Jennifer is content with 
her life, finding it interesting and 
fulfilling. Although her health complaints 
continues to bother her, (she has suffered 
with severe asthma all her life) Jennifer is 
determined not to let it stop her doing 
the things she loves: "I’m quite happy to 
continue teaching and publishing 
beadwork designs."
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SEEmore
View more of Jennifer's work at  
jdjewellery.co.uk

daffodil earrings

61

from musing about something. Sometimes 
designs are a little fuzzy in my mind and 
only take shape when I start work with a 
needle, thread and beads."

Some examples of Jennifer's 'what if ' 
musings include her Lotus Bangle from 
issue 13 of Bead, which demonstrated 
what happened with a flattened and 
rotated Cellini spiral, and her 
Herringbone Flower Lariat from issue 
31, in which she created a lariat which 
didn't need to be tied. She added: "A fair 
proportion of my designs use different 
sized/shaped seed beads: often the same 
colour across several bead sizes."

When Jennifer first discovered 
beadweaving she was initially self-taught, 
learning much of what she needed to 
know from the book 'Creative 
Beadweaving' by Carol Wilcox Wells. 
The first workshop she took was also 
with Carol at the second Great British 
Bead Show organised by the 
Beadworkers Guild. Since then she has 
regularly attended the Guild's workshops 
and masterclasses, and recently took a 
residential class with Melanie de Miguel, 
a designer she really admires. About 
workshops, Jennifer said: "Being 
reasonably proficient as a beadweaver, the 
things I’ve learnt from classes tend to be 
non-technical: how to condition thread, 
to finish ends and start new threads. I 
also learned a lot about the different 
types and makes of seed bead/thread and 
so on."

A keen member of two bead groups 
whilst living in West Sussex, Jennifer 
regularly attended Betchworth Beaders 
and Findon's Bead Magicians. She now 
is a member of Priory beaders who meet 
regularly in Christchurch and would 
recommend groups as a fantastic way to 
make friends and learn about beading.

Beading friendships 
An ardent supporter of the Guild, 
Jennifer is also a member of the Bead 
Society of Great Britain and has attended 
many of their classes which are free to 
members. As well as this she has 
regularly contributed to various patterns 
in their newsletter and Bursary Booklets. 
Membership to such organisations has 
proved fruitful, as it was through the 
Guild that Jennifer met author and 
designer Sandra Wallace: "I hadn’t felt 
competent to provide a piece for the 
book Sandra was writing when she asked 
me, but quite late in the process Sandra 
needed a piece urgently and asked if I 
could stitch one for her in a few days. I 
had made a hatband for myself and 
refined the design as a bracelet for 
Sandra. She was happy with the piece, 
and it was included in the book The 
Beader’s Colour Mixing Directory."

She continued: "I was thrilled by 
having a design accepted and, suddenly, 
started making my own designs. I think 
it gave me confidence. Since then I’ve 
had 100+ designs published both here in 
the UK and in the States – and more 

Prize winning 
beadwork - Azores 
are in the Atlantic.

Another front cover 
star - sparkling 
beaded beads.
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Designed by 

Elaine Thornton

WIREWORK

fashionista
Steampunk
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1. On an eyepin thread on a large bead 
cap, a 16mm magenta pearl and another 
large bead cap,  trim the eyepin to 8mm, 
using round nose pliers make a loop 
approx. the same size as the opposite end. 
Repeat for all the 16mm pearls.

2. On a headpin thread on a large bead 
cap and a 14mm magenta pearl, make a 
wrapped loop using round nose pliers, 
before closing the loop add on 35mm of 
small curb chain. Repeat this for the other 
14mm magenta pearl adding 40mm of 
small curb chain.

 

5. Open a twisted jump ring using flat or 
chain nose pliers and thread onto one of 
the end extra large jump rings, then slip 
on the 7mm jump ring with the penny 
farthing on it and a 16mm magenta pearl, 
close the twisted ring. Now repeat by 
adding another twisted jump ring to the 
extra large ring and again thread through 
the 7mm jump ring and the second 16mm 
magenta pearl, close the twisted ring 
(making sure they all sit on the same side 
or front of the large ring) . 

4. Open a twisted jump ring using flat 
nose pliers and thread on 2 extra large 
jump rings and close the ring. Add a third 
extra large jump ring to these 2 extra large 
rings with a twisted jump ring. Open a 
7mm jump ring, thread on the penny 
farthing charm, a 14mm cream pearl and 
close the ring. 

time&money
Make in around 3 hours 
and for under £25. 

3. Now make wrapped loops for the 
remaining 14mm cream pearls. Make 
wrapped loops for each of the 10mm 
pearls but this time thread each one with a 
2mm small antique brass bead, a small 
bead cap and then a 10mm pearl. continued over 
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fashionista
Steampunk
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16. Now connect the necklace chain to 
the dangle section by connecting the 
16mm magenta pearl to the 16mm cream 
pearl with a twisted jump ring, close the 
ring. Repeat for the other side.
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WIREWORK

10. Open a 7mm jump ring slip on a 
10mm magenta pearl then attach to the 
chain approx. 4 links down from the top of 
the chain, close the ring. Open a 7mm 
jump ring and slip on a 10mm cream pearl 
then attach to the chain approx. 2 links 
down from the top, close the ring.

11. Open a twisted ring and thread onto 
the bottom end of the extra large ring 
links, then thread on a 10mm purple pearl, 
the chain with the cog/watch hands and 
then chain with the locket watch and 
pearls, now close the twisted jump ring - 
making sure of a tight fit. 

12. Open the twisted jump ring between 
the bottom and the middle extra large 
rings, slip on the scissors charm and the 
14mm cream pearl, close the ring. Making 
sure they sit on the ‘front’ of the triple ring 
link section.

13. Now open the twisted jump ring 
between the middle and the top extra 
large rings, slip on the key charm, the 
40mm chain with 14mm magenta pearl 
and the 10mm purple pearl, making sure 
they are on the ‘front’ of the triple ring 
link section.  

14. Before closing the twisted ring you 
will need to add the butterfly charm chain 
onto the back of this ring by carefully 
spinning the ring so the opening now sits 
around the back so you can thread on the 
chain, close the twisted jump ring, the 
butterfly should now sit behind the triple 
rings link section.

15. To complete the necklace: open the 
remaining 10 twisted jump rings and 
connect the necklace by linking all the 
remaining 16mm pearls with the large 
curb chain in this order: 
Cream pearl, ring, purple pearl, ring, 6cm 
chain, ring, cream pearl, ring, 36cm large 
curb chain, ring, cream pearl, ring, 6cm 
chain, ring, purple pearl, ring, cream pearl, 
closing each ring in turn. 

6. Reopen the 7mm ring with the penny 
farthing and 14mm cream pearl and slip 
on the 35mm small curb chain with the 
14mm magenta pearl, close the ring once 
again. This forms the top of the pendant 
charm dangle and the connections for the 
necklace beads.

7. Open a 7mm jump ring and add the 
watch hands charm, close the ring, open a 
second 7mm jump ring and thread on the 
watch cog charm, then add the watch 
hands charm and a 25mm piece of small 
curb chain, then close the ring. Set aside.

8. Open a 7mm jump ring, thread onto 
the butterfly charm antennae loop, close 
the ring.  Repeat for the other side. Now 
open a twisted jump ring and thread 
through both of these 7mm jump rings 
and also add a 10mm piece of small curb 
chain, close the ring. Set aside.

9. Cut a 30mm piece of large curb chain, 
then open a twisted jump ring and add 
this chain, the locket watch, a 10mm 
purple pearl and a 10mm cream pearl, 
close the ring.
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www.Tanzeedesigns.co.uk
Shop now open at

3 Long Street

Wotton under Edge

GL12 7ES

Tel: 01453 520 000

Everything from the shows and lots more
We at the bead pot love beads and creating 

and sharing all this with our customers, 
supplying all your beading needs with 

products from around the world.

support@beadpot.co.uk
www.beadpot.co.uk

01227 784844

•FACETED CRYSTAL STYLE GLASS –
BICONES, ROUNDS, RONDELLES 
FROM 3P. EACH.

•FREE POSTAGE ON UK ORDERS 
OF £15 AND OVER.

•DESPATCH WITHIN 48 HOURS

•NO QUIBBLE RETURNS WITHIN 14 DAYS.

LOW PRICE QUALITY BEADS

www.beadsandmore.co.uk • 01225316436

•CHOOSE FROM OVER 3000 PRODUCTS IN OUR ON LINE STORE

 
Importers of Philippine freshwater 
pearls, glass crystal beads, semi-

precious stones, chip beads, glass 
seed spacers, plastic beads, 
stoppers, hooks, locks, etc 

See us at the BigBeadShow, 
Sandown Park, 19 October - free 

gift for first 100 customers 

www.springsidecollections.com 

 

 

 
Importers of Philippine freshwater 
pearls, glass crystal beads, semi-

precious stones, chip beads, glass 
seed spacers, plastic beads, 
stoppers, hooks, locks, etc 

See us at the BigBeadShow, 
Sandown Park, 19 October - free 

gift for first 100 customers 

www.springsidecollections.com 

 

 

 
Importers of Philippine freshwater 
pearls, glass crystal beads, semi-

precious stones, chip beads, glass 
seed spacers, plastic beads, 
stoppers, hooks, locks, etc 

See us at the BigBeadShow, 
Sandown Park, 19 October - free 

gift for first 100 customers 

www.springsidecollections.com 
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beadstore
Polymer clay:

• Sculpey Glow In The Dark (or FIMO if 
you can't find the Sculpey version)

• Premo: Frost White Glitter, Fuchsia, 
Blue Pearl, Cad Yellow, Bright Green 
Pearl

• Assorted colours and sizes of glass/
crystal flat-back rhinestones with 
hot-fix glue backing 

• Glitter: any colour/style to accent 
your flower (optional)

• One 5-6cm piece of thick, uncoated 
wire (or toothpick/skewer)

toolbox
• Cutting blade
• Needle tool

• Large ball-tipped tool

• Crystal pick tool (optional)

• Clay-conditioning machine (pasta 
machine) or substitute a roller

• Oven

• Oven thermometer

supplyshop
• Premo, Sculpey polymer clay, glitter 

and tools from Polymer Clay Store

• Crystals from Shiney Company or 
Stitchncraft Beads

• See page 89

skull beads
Make this colourful folk pendant from polymer clay, 
inspired by the Mexican Dia De Los Muertos festival.

SUGAR

time&money
Make Marilyn in around  
2 hours and for under £10.  

1. Mix polymer clay colours to create the 
perfect ‘sugar skull’ mix. I used Sculpey 
Glow In The Dark and Premo Frost White 
Glitter. You can use equal parts of each, or 
twice as much glow than white for a more 
night-friendly mix!  

3. We’ll make the skull in a minute, but 
first let’s make the patterns for the eyes.  
Using a clay-conditioning machine (or a 
roller), roll some of the skull blend into a 
thin sheet (about as thick as a one penny 
coin). Now roll a snake of clay from a fun 
colour, like fuchsia! It should be fairly thin 
– like a coffee stirring straw. Lay the snake 
down on the sheet and wrap it up.  

2. Just smash, roll, fold and twist the clays 
together until they are thoroughly blended 
with no streaks. This also conditions the 
clay, warming it up and getting it ready for 
sculpting. You will need a mix of clay about 
the size of a hard-boiled egg yolk.

4. Cut the excess clay with a cutting blade 
so that the ends of the sheet touch, not 
overlap, to completely envelop the snake. 
Gently roll the snake longer and thinner. 
You can cut it as you go along if it gets too 
long and hard to manage. Keep the roll 
consistent in thickness until all of it is 
about as thin as a coffee stirring straw.

Designed by 

Christi Friesen

POLYMERCLAY
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5. Use your blade to cut the cane into 
sections. You will need six of them. Roll a 
snake from a different colour clay (I 
suggest Blue Pearl). It should be just about 
the same thickness as the six other pieces.

continued over 

7. To make the teeth, we’ll use the same 
process. Make a nice dark yellow blend 
from Cad Yellow clay with just a bit of 
Fuchsia mixed in to deepen it. Roll that 
out in a thin sheet, and wrap it around a 
snake of the skull mix clay. Roll that into a 
thin cane with your fingers. Use a blade to 
cut that into four or five sections. Press 
those sections together in a line. This will 
be an upper and lower set of teeth. Set it 
aside for now.

6. Arrange the white and pink pieces 
around the blue one to form a flower 
pattern. Squeeze just enough for all the 
pieces to stick. Use your cutting blade to 
cut off two slices (each as thin as, or slightly 
thinner than a penny coin). These will be 
the eyes. Set those aside for now.

8. Let’s make the skull! Use some of the 
skull-coloured clay blend to roll out a ball 
about the size of a 50 pence coin (or 
slightly smaller). Shape this ball into more 
of a light-blub shape by gently squeezing 
one end of the ball into a bit of a cylinder. 
If the cylinder gets too long, just push it in 
with your fingers to condense it.

9. Use a needle tool to pierce a hole, 
horizontally, through the top of the skull (the 
rounded part). You will be able to string the 
bead through that after it’s all done. I suggest 
you insert a piece of wire, a skewer or a 
toothpick into the hole left by the needle tool 
in order to keep that hole open while you 
sculpt. (It also doubles as a handle!)

toptips

• Use glass crystal rhinestones with a 
heat-fix backing to decorate your skull 
easily, since the heat-activated glue 
backing melts right into the clay in the 
oven for a firm connection.

• Make sure the crystal in the centre of 
the eye sockets is a deep colour for a 
better stare!

• You don’t have to add flowers to your 
sugar skull bead, keep it 'bald' if you want to.

• Even though sugar skulls are 
traditionally white, there are some made 
from chocolate and icing – so any colour 
is great! Why not try a black skull with 
white and red details? Or a zombie skull in 
putrid green!
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The origins of the modern holiday of 'Dia De Los Muertos' 
date back hundreds of years to the Aztec festival dedicated 
to the goddess Mictecacihuatl, queen of the underworld. 
Today the festival is celebrated all over the world. Some 
people believe 'Day of the Dead' items can bring good luck!

BEADnerd
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10. To make the eye sockets, just use your 
fingertips to push two indentations into 
the front of the skull shape. This will also 
flatten it a little, that’s ok! It will be easier 
to wear if it’s just a little flattened. (You’ll 
also need to make sure your fingernails 
aren’t long for this part!  If they are, you 
can use a ball-tipped tool to make the 
indentations instead.)

11. Ok, let’s add those teeth! Use your 
cutting blade to slice two sections from 
the teeth pattern we created and set aside. 
Press one slice onto the surface of the clay, 
towards the bottom of the cylinder 
section. Press the other slice above it. Press 
gently but firmly to attach them to the 
clay. There’s the skull’s toothy grin!

12. Now press on the flower eye slices. 
One in each socket. Use the ball-tipped 
tool to push them on. The nose can be just 
a little triangle of flattened clay. Use blue 
or fuchsia. Press it on, pointy side up! All 
your facial features are now on! Spooky! 
and fun!

13. Let’s add crystals! Typically, a 
Mexican sugar skull candy is decorated 
with little dots of icing. We’ll use crystals 
instead of dots. To place the crystals onto 
the clay, use a moistened fingertip, 
tweezers or a crystal-pick tool (you can 
make one with a bit of beeswax on a 
toothpick). Press the flat back of the 
crystal into the clay a little so the clay can 
‘grab’ it. Start with a crystal right in the 
centre of the eye flowers.

14. Add more crystals around the eyes – 
or anywhere else you like! You can stop 
here if you like, with a bald skull - it’s 
traditional! Or you can continue and add a 
head full of flowers like I did.

15. To make the flower petals, roll out six 
or more tiny balls of clay. Form each into a 
teardrop shape. Flatten all the teardrops 
with your finger.

16. Flatten a tiny ball of clay onto your 
work surface in the colour you want the 
flower centre to be (something that 
contrasts with the petals). Arrange the 
petals in a circle on top of the centre ball 
with their points together in the centre.

17. Next make a few leaves. They should 
be proportionate to the flower (a little 
larger than the petals should be just right.)  
Just roll out a tiny ball of green clay and 
shape it into a teardrop. Pinch the 
rounded side into a point too. Flatten it in 
your fingers to make a leaf. Make several!

18. To make the flower cup, which will 
give it dimension, pick up the finished 
flower and press it over a large ball-tipped 
tool (or your pinkie finger if you don’t 
have a ball-tipped tool). 
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23. Once you’re satisfied with your 
sugar skull bead, it’s time to bake it.  
Polymer clay doesn’t harden until it’s 
baked, so preheat your oven to 130ºC 
(275ºF).  It always a really good idea to 
use an oven thermometer to keep an 
eye on the accuracy of the temperature 
throughout the baking process.  Place 
your clay piece on a piece of clean, stiff 
paper and put it in the oven to bake 
for 45 minutes. (Some clay brands do 
vary slightly in time and temperature, 
so always follow the manufacturer’s 
suggestions if they differ from these.)  
Allow the clay to cool completely before you 
admire it. If clay is baked properly, thin areas 
(like the flower petals) will be slightly flexible. 
String up your sugar skull bead in a necklace, 
and have fun being deliciously macabre!
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20. Attach the flower to the skull’s head 
by pushing it on with the tool. Once the 
flower feels firmly attached, gently twist 
off the tool.  

19. While the flower is still on the tool, 
press some of the leaves right onto the 
cupped flower petals. Once you have two 
or three leaves in place, gently twist the 
flower to loosen it from the tool, but don’t 
try to remove it.

21. I think a little dab of glitter on the 
tips of the flower petals looks great.  Just 
press the glitter into the clay with a 
squeeze of your fingers – it’ll stay on great!

22. If you want, add more flowers and 
more leaves to give the skull a profusion of 
scalp colour! Or leave it simple with just 
the one bloom. You can remove the wire/
skewer at this point, or bake it intact and 
remove it with pliers when it’s done baking.

Allow the clay to cool completely before you 
admire it. If clay is baked properly, thin areas 

inspiration

"I took a cruise to Mexico and the intense 
colours were intoxicating! Not the colour 
palette I usually use, but I took pictures 
and made notes so I could use them 
when the right project came up.  When a 
fellow artist asked me about doing 
Mexican sugar skull beads, I knew that 
this was the right project!"
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TOP TIPS TO

Designed by 

Julie Holt

BEADTIPS

buying tools
The quality of tools you use can really  
determine the finish you get, but with so  
many available it can be hard to know  
which are the best tools for the job.

A bad workman always blames his 
tools, or so the saying goes, 
implying that it is not the tools 

we use that make us good at what we 
do, but instead how we use them. 
Though there certainly is truth in this as 
great technique is undoubtedly 
important, the reality is that the tools 
you choose to work with also make a 
huge difference to the finished result of 
your jewellery. Whilst there seems to be 
a tool invented for every possible 
jewellery making task to be had - more 
than even the most gadget-obsessed of 
us could use in a lifetime - most are for 
a specific function or technique, with 
that specialist pair of pliers that you 
couldn’t possibly live without very 
quickly becoming clutter in your tool 
box. So before splashing your hard 
earned cash on the latest must-have 
gizmo, think long and hard about how 
much you will use it, and consider 
investing in better quality essential tools, 
instead of gadgetry that won’t get much 
use nor necessarily solve the problems 
you are experiencing. 

What are the tools essential for 
jewellery making? Tools that you will 
reach for time and time again, 
irrespective of what you are making and 
the technique used? Surprisingly perhaps, 
there are just four, and these are:

Round Nose Pliers Comprising of two 
tapered metal cones, these pliers are 
used to make loops.

Flat Nose Pliers Comprising of two 
wide flat jaws, with flat inner edges, these 
pliers are used to clamp and bend wire.
Chain Nose Pliers (aka snipe) 
Comprising of two tapered jaws, with 
flat inner edges, like Flat Nose Pliers 
these are used to clamp and bend wire, 
however the tapered profile enables you 
to get into tighter spaces than is possible 
with the Flat Nose Pliers.
Side Cutters Named after the way they 
are used, i.e. on the side, this is a general 
term used to describe the cutters used to 
cut jewellery and beading wires.

To answer the age-old question of 
why do you need a pair of Chain and 
Flat Nose Pliers? So that you have two 
pliers to grip when opening and closing 
jump rings and loops. Try as you might 
to make do with Round Nose Pliers, alas 
the round profile and reduced surface 
area on the inside of Round Nose Pliers 
does not give you a good grip, resulting 
in misshapen rings and loops, damaged 
wire and poor closures. That’ll be a bad 
workman blames his lack of tools then!

You now know the tools you need, 
but what should you look for when 
buying? Well, firstly do bear in mind 
that expensive does not necessarily 
equate to best – what you are looking 
for in your tools is what is best for you, 
and this will be available at a variety of 
price points. Let’s break down the 
various elements of pair of pliers and 
think about what is important.

Jaws 
Jaws vary in length and are normally 
described as either long or short. Shorter 
jaws deliver more power and control, 
whilst longer jaws tend to be finer, 
making it easier to get into tight spaces.

Always match the overall jaw size to 
the task in hand, using lightweight tools 
for delicate jobs or when you have to get 
in close, and heavier tools when working 
with thicker wires.

Check for ‘easing’ on Flat and Chain 
Nose Pliers, this is a sign of tool quality 
where the sides of each jaw have been 
filed at an angle and smoothed, which 
helps stop the pliers from marking your 
components.

Always choose pliers with smooth 
inner surfaces and avoid  
serrated surfaces for sure,  
as these will  
scratch and mark  
your components.

Joints 
The central pivot point where the jaws 
are held together is the joint. Most 
pliers are lap or box joints, where one 
side of the joint overlaps the other and 
it looks like a box when closed.  

Cheaper joint mechanisms will be 
riveted together, which can work loose 
over time and cannot be tightened.  
Better quality joints are held together 
with a central screw that enable the jaw 
alignment to be adjusted and tightened 
as necessary.
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Handles 
Standard pliers are generally 12½cm 
(5”) long from nose to tip and long-
handled pliers 17½cm (7”) long. When 
manufacturers offer a choice of handles, 
the plier jaws are the same, just the 
handles a different length. Broadly 
speaking longer handles are suitable for 
bigger hands and shorter handles for 
smaller hands, however with shorter 
handles, the handle end can sit in the 
centre of the palm resulting in 
discomfort, particularly when first using 
the pliers. There is also a view that being 
able to fit all four fingers on the handle, 
spreads the pressure equally delivering 
more force with less strain.

Ergonomic is a term used widely, and 
sometimes loosely, with regard to 
jewellery making tools. It should mean 
tools that have been specifically designed 
to reduce the probability of damage to 
your hand, wrist, finger or arm, and 
generally applies to one or more aspects 
of the handle design, whether it be the 
shape and/or materials used.

Should you choose pliers with foam 
or plastic handles? Foam can be easier 
on the hands, however if it’s too soft the 
foam will give when you 
squeeze the handles and 
you end up virtually 
gripping the hard metal, 
which can cause 
discomfort. Always opt 
for a non-slip handle 
material if your hands are 
prone to sweating.

Return Springs 
For ease of use, the pliers need to spring 
open easily when your grip is relaxed, 
and most do this via a leaf spring, which 
is a thin, flat piece of metal fixed on the 
inside of each handle, or via a coil that 
sits between the handles.  

Generally speaking, leaf springs are 
best as the coils can fall out of their 
fittings rendering them useless. Avoid 
tools without some sort of return spring 
mechanism as you will need to change 
your grip to open the pliers, making 
them more difficult to use.

A brief word on mini pliers…whilst I 
know of people who work with these and 
have become used to them, generally they 
are not the best choice as they put more 
pressure on the hands, making them 
difficult to use, although they are handy 
for travel as they are small.

Cutters 
This is a topic in its own right, so I’m 
just going to highlight the most 
important aspects for you. As a rule, I 
advise students that if they are going to 
invest in one pair of professional tools 
that they make it their cutters, as they 

will get great results and the 
cutters will last so much 
longer. Many of the points I 
have made so far relate to 
cutters as much as pliers, so 
check out the handles etc., 
but also pay attention to the 
following points.  

Cutters that are just 

described as side cutters will most 
probably have a cutting blade that 
pinches as it cuts, leaving a pointed edge 
on each side of the wire.  This is not 
desirable for us jewellery makers as 
these points, small as they may be, will 
stop loops from closing properly and 
create ‘snaggy ends’ - horrid little bits of 
wire that snag, poke and generally 
irritate! Also the heads on side cutters 
tend to be, how I shall put in, on the 
larger side, preventing you from cutting 
close and resulting in more ‘snaggy 
ends’. 

Instead look for ‘flush’ cutters as these 
give a better cut, with one side of the cut 
being flat and the other pinched, which 
enables you to make a flat edge on the 
wire being worked. However not all flush 
cutters are created equal and on the 
market you will find ‘flush’, ‘razor flush’, 
‘ultra flush’ and more, resulting in you 
becoming flushed and needing a sit down! 
Phew! Basically these are all manufacturer 
terms used to describe of the degree of 
‘flushness’ the cutters will achieve, as sadly 
even flush cutters leave a teeny-weeny 
pinch of metal on the flat side. 

Also pay attention to the head shape 
and size as this will impact how well you 
can get into tight spaces. The options are 
tapered heads, where the head tapers to 
a point at the end, and oval heads where 
the head is rounded at the end. Tapered 
heads are better for getting into small 
spaces, however the tapered ends are 
weaker than the rounded  

One-Step Loopers are 
the latest gadget on the 
beading scene and have 
been flying out of shops 
as fast as they come in!

Round nose 
pliers for 
making loops.

Flat nose pliers don't 
have a tapered tip and 
are great for gripping.

continued over 

material if your hands are 

will get great results and the 
cutters will last so much 
longer. Many of the points I 
have made so far relate to 
cutters as much as pliers, so 
check out the handles etc., 
but also pay attention to the 
following points.  Don't use your 

good flush cutters 

for memory wire!
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We’re giving away one adult 
ticket to the October 19th Big 
Bead Show to every reader.

Simply visit our website 
www.thebigbeadshow.co.uk 
and click on the FREE TICKET 
button. We’ll then email you 
your free adult ticket, valid 
only for entry after 12 noon.

Code to enter: BEADYFUN

See page 75 for full show details
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ends of oval headed cutters and prone to 
snapping under a lot of pressure.

Lastly check the wire hardness and 
cutting capacity of the cutters. Using 
your cutters on wire harder or thicker 
than they were designed for will result 
in damage to the cutting edge. And 
never, ever cut memory wire with 
anything other than specialist shears 
designed just for that job!

Before you buy 
Ideally you should be able to handle and 
inspect your new tools before buying. I 
know this is difficult when buying 
online, so don’t rush your purchase and 
instead look for opportunities to get up 
close and personal with the object(s) of 
your desire! Ask around at your local 
beading group to see if anyone has the 
tools you are thinking of buying and 
also keep your eyes open at classes - the 
tutor may have a set of the tools you are 
seeking and often students bring their 
own to a class. Don’t be afraid to ask to 
handle the tools if buying from a shop – 
as long as you are not using them this 
shouldn’t be a problem.

Pre-buy Checklist  
• Hold the pliers in your hands 
• Do they feel comfortable in terms of 
weight and size? 

• Open and close the pliers 
• Is the action smooth?  
• Do they spring open again easily with 
at least a 1cm gap between the jaws?  
Less than this will stop them opening 
enough on their own, making them 
more difficult to use.  
• How hard do you have to squeeze to 
close them? Too much will fatigue your 
hands and reduce your grip strength 
(look for no less than 3cm gap between 
the ends of the handles when closed).
• When closed is there little or no gap 
between the jaws? A large gap may stop 
you from gripping the wire you are 
working with.
• Run your fingers along the inside of 
the jaws – are they smooth with no 
roughness to the edges or surfaces, 
which may mark your components?  
• Are the handles are well adhered to 
the metal parts, with no movement if 
you pull or twist the handle?
• Wiggle the handles up and down in 
opposite directions – is there any play in 
the joint? If there is, the plier jaws will 
not be held in correct alignment.

Once you found the tools that are 
best for you they will become like old 
friends, hard to find initially but always 
there when you need them! Good luck 
with your search.

BEADEXPERT
Julie Holt has been teaching jewellery 
making for many years and is owner of 
Surrey Jewellery School
www.surreyjewelleryschool.com

Box joint pliers 
with a leaf spring, 

like these, are a 
good choice.
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"Everyone can 
make jewellery!"

BEADPROFILE

There's been lots of exciting goings on at Hatton Garden based  
London Jewellery School, so we thought it was a great time to  
profile this entrepreneurial company. By Chloe Menage.

The London Jewellery School was 
set up by Jessica Rose in 2009, 
when she was just 21 years old. 

What started in the humble origins of a 
community hall once a month, has now 
grown to be one of the most successful 
UK jewellery training centres. 

Offering everything from traditional 
skills such as beading, enamel and 
silversmithing, to classes utilising newer 
materials such as precious metal clay, 
perspex and resin, there's something for 
everyone. London Jewellery School offer 
over 100 different classes from their 
fully equipped jewellery studios in 
London's jewellery quarter; Hatton 
Garden. World class tutors including 
Julia Rai, Zoe Harding and Gail Florio 
are all regular teachers, offering their 
extensive experience to the school's 
hundreds of students.

A recent move now means that they 
boast a glorious, fully equipped studio, 
with three separate jewellery making areas, 
an office area for staff, an all-important tea 
and biscuit station and a terrace area for 
eating lunch. The bright and modern space 
has plenty of natural light, wonderful 
inspiring slogans on the wall and a whole 
library of books and magazines for 
students to browse through.

As well as these classes, the school 
offers very popular jewellery parties and 
hen parties for adults, run regular private 
tuition and wedding ring making 
workshops, as well as holding open 
studios where students can come and 
use their facilities. 

Jessica, now director of the company 
was recently awarded the Nat West 
Every Woman award for entrepreneurs 
aged under 25, a fantastic achievement 
and great moment for everyone 
associated with the school. Jessica loves 
to share her experiences and knowledge, 
and the school also runs a range of 
business and web courses to help 
designer makers develop their own 
jewellery businesses. Bronagh said: "We 
are very proud of the Diploma in 
Creative Jewellery – our unique one 
year course designed to give people 
seeking a career in jewellery a solid 
grounding in practical skills and design. 
Several of our first group of diploma 
students are now successful designer 
makers in their own right."

Basic beginnings 
Jessica first attended a beginners 
beading jewellery class for fun and loved 
it so much that she decided to leave her 
full time job and made the brave move 
to set up her own jewellery business, 
making and selling jewellery. After a few 
years Jessica began teaching jewellery 
making classes in a community hall as a 
side-line. She found it so enjoyable that 

The range of classes 
include beadweaving, 
silversmithing, resin 

and more!

jewellery school
LONDON

Classes at London Jewellery School 
run throughout the week, as well as 
evenings and weekends. Bronagh 
Miskelly, one of Jessica's hardworking 
team explains: "Our motto is that 
'everyone can make jewellery' which  
we truly believe. Our classes are 
suitable for all ages and abilities, from 
complete beginners through to 
professional jewellers."

Metal clay is 
just one of  

the classes!
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which has proved a big success, so much 
so that our new bigger studios are in the 
same building."

These early set backs are now behind 
them and the school continues to go from 
strength to strength. Now in it's fourth 
year and with it's lovely new studios, the 
future certainly looks promising for Jessica 
and her team. To find out more about the 
school visit the website where you can get 
a tour of the school in a special video with 
Jessica and meet some of the team.

beadmagazine.co.ukOCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 49

jewellery school

You can visit London Jewellery School: 
7 Hatton Square Business Centre, 
16-16a Baldwins Gardens, Hatton 
Garden, London EC1N 7RJ

Visit the website  
www.londonjewelleryschool.co.uk  
and the blog: 
www.londonjewelleryschoolblog.com 

Email London Jewellery School on 
info@londonjewelleryschool.co.uk   
or call 020 3147 0546.

   contact them
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she decided to set up the London 
Jewellery School as a centre for world-
class fun and accessible jewellery 
training classes in London. Bronagh 
said: "All of Jessica's training has been 
through attending short courses like the 
ones we run at the jewellery school and 
she is a real advocate and believer in this 
method of learning."

Franchising 
London Jewellery School franchising 
opportunities were launched earlier this 
year offering fantastic support for new 
schools, Bronagh explained: "This means 
we can teach even more people how 
much fun jewellery making can be!"

Under the franchise programme, 
jewellers and aspiring business owners 
can apply to run their own version of 
the London Jewellery School at 
locations throughout the UK. Bronagh 
continued: "Franchisees can expect a 
package of support from LJS including 
comprehensive training, initial startup 
tools and materials, an operations 
manual, national advertising and 
promotion and, perhaps most invaluable, 
one-on-one sessions with the school 
director Jessica."

The recent move has 
been a great success, 

still in the same 
building, the school 
can now run more 
courses every day. 

As well as their popular day, evening 
and various other classes, some of the 
school's most popular classes remain 
their Taster Classes like the Chandelier 
Earrings, Cocktail Ring, Fascinator and 
Make a Silver Charm - some of which 
will also be running at this October's 
Big Bead Show at Sandown Park.

New classes are always being 
announced, the latest being a range of 
craft classes, which Bronagh has been 
instrumental in developing. Although 
Marketing and Communications officer 
for LJS, like all the staff Bronagh is also a 
keen crafter and loves to knit, sew and 
crochet. She has had plenty of success in 
her own right, even being involved in the 
costume creation for the Olympics 
opening ceremony last year. She is excited 
to introduce the new jewellery and 
accessory classes happening at the school 
which include Make a Floral Headband 
and Crochet Corsages. Keep your eyes 
peeled for other innovative and on-trend 
crafty classes, coming soon!

Leaping forward 
There has been plenty of hurdles for 
Jessica and the school over the years, as 
with any business. One of the biggest 
diffficulties has always been premises. 
Bronagh said: "Moving from a church 
hall to our first permanent premises 
nearly ended in disaster when the new 
venue turned out to be dangerous. But 
then we moved to Hatton Garden 

Jessica was thrilled 
to win an Every 
Woman Award.

It's hammer time! the  
new studio is fully equipped for 
every jewellery making need.
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Designed by 

Hazel Kimbrey

BEADWORK

beadstore
Autumn Colour version:

• 10g x size 11 Delica beads (A) 
DB734

• 1g x Czech size 15 charlottes (B) 
Lime green (you can use normal 15s 
if you can’t get these).

• 2g x size 15 Tohos (C) R247

• 20g x size 11 Tohos (D) R46

• 5g x 11 Tohos (E) RY310

• 36 x 6mm Gutermann pearls

• 6 x 10mmx5mm drops - olivine

• 48 x 4mmx6mm faceted ovals 
cc1163

• 6 x 7mmx5mm faceted cushion 
beads - bronze

• 6 x 15mmx10mm gold oval links 
MB670g

toolbox
• Size 13 beading needles
• FireLine smoke grey, 4lb strength

• Scissors

supplyshop
• Delicas, crystals and metal ovals 

from The Spellbound Bead Co. 

• Tohos from Bead Cellar

• Czech charlottes from Old  
Bicycle Shop

• Gutermann drops and pearls from 
The Bead Shop (Nottingham)

• Faceted cushion beads, pearls from 
Riverside beads

• See page 89

Create a sparkling lariat with an interesting loop 
fastening and plenty of shape and embellishment, 
from this award winning beadwork designer.

Make the peyote ovals
There are 5 small, 1 large; they are all 
created in the same way but the large oval 
is left plain.

1. On a comfortable length of thread pick 
up 44 beads alternating B and C. Leaving 
a 15cm tail and using a surgeon’s knot tie 
beads into a circle. Pass thread through a 
few beads exiting a B. 

2.  Round 1 pick up 1C pass through the 
next B pick up 1C repeat until you are 
back to the start. Step up. This completes 
one peyote round.

4. Round 5. Using E beads complete one 
round exiting an E. Round 6. Pass your 
thread through an E then an A, repeat 
zipping together to form the ring. Pass 
through a few more beads to secure 
thread, then weave your thread through to 
exit the ring’s centre between a B and C.

3. Round 2-4. Complete these rounds 
with A. Weave your thread through to the 
other side exiting a C, complete 3 rows 
using A as before.

5. Pick up 2D, 1 pearl, 2D pass your 
thread through the ring on the opposite 
side between a B and C and exit near an 
E. Pass through a Delica bead and back 
through the centre beads. Repeat this step 
using good tension as this forms the oval 
shape. Weave back up to an E at one end 
and leave a tail thread.

LEILA'S

time&money
Make in around 10 hours 
and for under £10.  

6. Make 4 more of these but secure and 
trim both thread ends. Make the large oval 
in the same way picking up 60 beads, 
alternating Bs and Cs.

oval lariat
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BEADWORK

7. Joining the large and small oval; take 
the large oval and one small oval position 
the ends so that you have 3 E from one 
oval engaging with 1 E from the other 
oval. Using one of the tail threads weave 
through these 3 Es several times, fasten off 
thread and trim. 

Lariat ropes
There are two ropes. Both are made in the 
same way. 

8. Adding the pearl: take the joined large/
small oval section and using a comfortable 
length of thread weave through some beads 
on the small oval and secure your thread, 
exit the E bead that is before the centre E 
pick up 3D, 1 pearl, 1D.

9. Go back through the pearl and the first 
D, pick up 2D and go through the 
opposite side of the D you exited on the 
oval, go back through the 3 Ds, the pearl 
and the last D added in this section.

Spiral and pearl section

10. Pick up 5D, 1E, 2D. Go back 
through the D next to the pearl and 3 Ds. 
These are referred to as the core beads. It 
is important to always hold the core to the 
right and the outer beads to the left so 
that it spirals correctly.

11. Pick up 3D, 1E, 2D, come back up 
through the top three of the core beads 
and the first D of those you just picked up. 
Every loop is done in the same way, 
continue for a total of twelve loops.

12. Pick up 1D, a pearl, 1D pass back 
through the pearl and D and then pass 
back up through the pearl and last D 
added in this section.

Adding the gold oval links

13. This is done in the same way each 
time a gold oval link is added. Pick up 5D 
and one gold oval link pass through the 
opposite side of the D you exited to form 
a tight ring. Pass through once more to 
strengthen and exit from the first D added 
in this section.

14. Pick up 1C, 1 faceted oval, 1D pass 
back through the faceted oval and C then 
pass the thread through the ring of five 
beads. Repeat this step again, your thread 
will be back on the side you started. 
Repeat this whole step once more so you 
have four faceted beads in total. Weave 
your thread back through to the spiral 
secure and trim your thread.

Completing the oval link section

15. On a comfortable length of thread 
pick up 1D, 1 pearl, 1D, leaving a 30cm 
tail. Pass back through the pearl, pass back 
though the D on the opposite side to your 
exit thread and back up through the pearl 
and D pull tight.

16. Using the tail end pick up 5D, then 
pass through the gold oval link from step 
14, pass through all the beads again and 
exit from the first D added. Add four 
faceted ovals as in step 14 taking your 
thread back up through the pearl and D. 
Leave the tail thread for now.

17. Using the main thread, complete a 
spiral and pearl section consisting of 
twelve loops. You can now weave your tail 
thread into the spiral section, secure and 
trim your thread.

Adding a peyote oval

18. Pick up 1D, pass through the central 
end E of a peyote oval pick up 1D, pass back 
through the D you exited on the opposite 
side to your thread, repeat thread pass.

19. Weave your thread to the other end 
of the oval exiting the central E. Pick up 
2D, one pearl one D pass back though the 
pearl and 1D on the opposite side to the 
exit thread, pick up 1D pass back through 
the E, 2Ds, pearl and D.

20. Complete a spiral section (no pearl 
on this part) consisting of 55 loops.
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Adding drops and embellished 
faceted cushion beads

20. Pick up 3 drops and 1D, pass back 
through the drops and the last D on the 
spiral section and through the drops and 
D again.

21. Pick up a cushion bead, and 1D pass 
back through the cushion bead and 
previous D on the opposite side from the 
exit thread, go back through the cushion 
bead and D.

22. Pick up 10C pass though the D next 
to the drops, pick up 10C and pass through 
the top D, repeat threadpath again.

24. Complete one spiral and pearl 
section consisting of 55 loops and two 
spiral and pearl sections of 12 loops. Add 
a gold link section as before.

Single embellished faceted 
cushion bead

25. Pick up a cushion bead and 1D, pass 
back though the cushion bead and 
previous D then back up though the 
cushion bead and the previous D, 
complete as for step 22.

28. Add a gold link section then a peyote 
oval and a spiral only section of nine loops.

Rope ends

27. Pick up 5D, a pearl and 3C, pass 
back through the pearl, 5D and 4 core 
beads of the spiral, then back up through 
the final loop of the spiral.

28. Pick up 3D, a pearl and 3C, pass 
back through the pearl, 3D, the last D 
from the final spiral loop, pass up through 
the last core bead.

29. Pick up 1D, a pearl and 3C, pass 
back through the pearl, weave your thread 
into the spiral, secure and trim. 

30. Repeat steps 27-29 for second rope. 
If you prefer you could make the spiral in 
the second rope ends longer before adding 
the pearl embellishments.

23. Pick up a pearl and one D pass back 
through the pearl and previous D then 
back up through the pearl and D. Add a 
second cushion bead and drops as before.

26. Pick up a pearl and 1D, pass back 
through the pearl and D next to the cushion 
bead, then back up through the cushion 
bead and D. Complete one spiral and pearl 
section consisting of 21 loops.

toptips

• Using FireLine helps to make the peyote 
ovals firm, to ease the tension when 
making these leave a 2 bead space when 
you tie the beads onto a circle.

• It is important to step up on each round 
of peyote, to do this, at the end of the 
round you pass through the last bead on 
previous round and up through the first 
bead on this round.

• When you need to add a new thread, 
try to do this in a spiral section so that you 
can hide the tails easily.

"Add embellishment 
galore for this elegant 

autumnal treat!"
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Designed by 

Bobby Gedling

BEADWORK

beadstore
•       

       
        

 

•      
  

•      

•      

toolbox
•      
•  

• 

supplyshop
•     

•     
       
     

      

•   

bead ring
       

         

1. Prepare a generous length of beading 
thread – at least 2 metres (or 2 outstretched 
arms) long, and thread your needle. Pick up 
the lampwork bead, and slide it to about 
30cm from the end of the thread. 

2. Pick up 15 seed beads in colour A; go 
through the lampwork bead again; repeat, so 
that you have 2 lines of 15 seed beads, one 
along each side of the bead. See Diagram 1.

4. Pick up 5 size 11 seed beads, in the 
order A B C B A. Skip one seed bead in 
the base ring, and go through the next 
seed bead, to make the first netting 
‘point’; repeat this all the way around the 
base ring, so you have 15 netting ‘points’. 
See Diagram 3.

3. Take the thread through all the seed 
beads again, and then the first one again, 
to make them into the base ring around 
the lampwork bead. Do not pull the 
thread too tight – there should be small 
gaps at each end of the lampwork bead. 
See Diagram 2.

5. Bring the thread up through the C 
bead of the first ‘point’. Go through the C 
bead on each ‘point’ and back through the 
first C bead again, to make a ring. Pull this 
thread very tight; at this stage, the netting 
should be pulled in under the bead, 
becoming very crowded and dense, with 
the lampwork bead sitting on top of it. See 
Diagram 4.

SERENDIPITY

time&money
Make in around 2 hours 
and for under £5.

toptips

• Beads of different shape can be 
used. This technique will not work 
with lentil-shaped beads, but ovals 
work well. The Cobalt Sparkle 
example used 18 seed beads along 
each side to start.

6. Go round through the C beads at least 
once more, to tighten and reinforce the 
ring. Then bring the thread back up 
through the beadwork, so that it is passing 
out of one of the seed beads from the base 
ring. Make sure that this is an ‘up’ bead – 
one of the seed beads skipped when 
making the netting. Pull the tail thread to 
tighten the beadwork around the lower part 
of the lampwork bead. See Diagram 5.

7. Using A beads, work 1 row of even-
count peyote stitch around the base ring; 
step up at the end. Check to see if you can 
still see the hole in the lampwork bead. If 
you, can, work 1 row of even-count peyote 
using the B beads, stepping up at the end. 
Finally, work 1 row of even-count peyote 
using the C beads. See Diagram 6.

Diagram 1.

Diagram 2.

Diagram 3.

Diagram 4.

Diagram 5.

Diagram 6.
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8. Go through the seed beads in the last 
2 rows again, to tighten and reinforce the 
beadwork against the lampwork bead. 
Take the working thread down through 
the beadwork, so that it is exiting one of 
the B beads in the netting.

9. Thread the needle onto the tail thread. 
Bring the thread up through the 
beadwork, to the last 2 even-count peyote 
rows. Go through all the beads in these 
rows one more time, to further tighten the 
bezel. This will stop the bead from turning 
too much, which might wear through the 
threads. You may need to use a thinner 
needle. As you do this, tie off the tail 
thread between the upper and lower rows. 
Trim the tail thread.

10. Return the needle to the working 
thread. Now is the time to adjust the 
position of the band of the ring; work 
around the netting, until you are happy 
with the way the lampwork bead will sit. 
This may mean that the hole through the 
bead lies across the finger in line with the 
band, or up-and down at right angles to 
the band. The correct positioning will 
depend on the lampwork bead. Make sure 
your thread is coming out of a B seed bead 
in one of the netting points.

11. Pick up 3 B seed beads. Skip one B 
bead in the netting, and go through the next 
one. See Diagram 7. Pass back through the 3 
B beads just picked up, then the B bead in 
the netting. See Diagram 8. Do this at least 
3 times, to reinforce the connection. Make 
sure the thread is exiting the 3 B beads just 
picked up.

12. Pick up 3 C beads, and ladder stitch 
them to the B beads. See Diagram 9.
Repeat this row with A, then B, then C 
beads, and so on, until the band is just long 
enough to touch the edge of the bezel when 
wrapped around the finger on which the ring 
will be worn. See Diagram 10. Note: it is 
important that the ring fits the finger quite 
snugly, if the weight of the lampwork bead is 
not going to pull the ring round on the finger. 

13. Make sure that you are working 
directly opposite the first end, and anchor 
the ladder stitch to the other side of the 
bezel, in the same way as before. Pass 
through the end beads at least 3 times, 
for strength.

14. Work back along the ladder stitch, to 
reinforce the beadwork. As you go, tie off 
the working thread along the length of the 
ladder stitch. Trim the working thread.

toptips

• By happy accident when making the first 
of these, I hit on exactly the number of seed 
beads needed along each side of a 12mm 
round bead. If your lampwork bead is 
slightly bigger or smaller in diameter, you 
may need to adjust the number of seed 
beads you start with. Just make sure that 
you use the same number of beads on each 
side. I would recommend that, for a bead 
between 11-13mm in diameter, you should 
use 15 seed beads along each side; for a 
bead between 13-15mm in diameter, use 
16 seed beads, and so on. You make the 
same number of netting points around the 
ring as the number of seed beads on one 
side of the lampwork bead.

Diagram 7. Diagram 8.

Diagram 9.

Diagram 10.
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need new hip joints!  
I think we have all been in the situation 
where you think to yourself "Why did I 
start this? Am I stark raving mad ?"...but it 
is such a great feeling when you get there.
Debbie Webster

Editor Responds Wow what an 
acheivement! We at Bead think it was 
definitely worth the hard effort. Well  
done Debbie and thanks for sending in 
your picture!

Beading Madness
This is one of my latest creations. It is 
based on a 17th century Polish design and 
is stitched entirely in square stitch without 
the aid of a loom. It contains 19,044 size 
11 seed beads and I spent three weeks 
crosslegged on the rug 
completing it. I now 
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We love to hear from you! Send us your 
letters and pictures by emailing 
chloe@beadmagazine.co.uk or write to 
us at Bead, Unit 5E, Park Farm, Arundel, 
West Sussex, BN18 0AG
Please include an email address or 
telephone number or as this makes it easier 
to respond. For help with submitting 
pictures please see page 89. 

The writer of our star letter 
this issue wins these Mad 
Hatter's Tea Party goodies 
from Mad Cow Beads.

Victorian elegance
Hi, my name is Sandy Richardson, I currently live in 
Gloucester, I have only recently taken up beading and 
absolutely love making Victorian technique flowers. I 
must admit that roses are my favourite, at the moment I 
follow patterns by Nancy Binkley but am hoping to start creating my own 
versions soon. I also dabble in all other beading aspects, I have seven children 
and five grandchildren and originally made 
headbands and jewellery bits for christmas 
presents. I am now evolving in to lots of 
different things. I just love beading and 
being able to say I made that with pride.
Sandy Richardson

Editor Responds Thanks for sending in a  
photo of your lovely beaded roses, they are  
really wonderful!

star letter

Rainbow chain
I made a rainbow themed captured 
crystal chainmaille bracelet. It cheered 
up a rainy day and makes me smile.
Carol Paris

Editor Responds We love the colours you 
chose for your chainmaille project Carol! 
Carol shared her picture on our Facebook 
wall - don't forget this is another great 
way to get yourself published in Bead!

11 seed beads and I spent three weeks 

OCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 49

We love to hear from you! Send us your 

write in to win...
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Sterling effort!
This is my new Overgrown Garden Vessel 
pendant. It has be made with Sterling 
silver clay and is a hollow construction 
with a screw thread so can be used as a
perfume holder.
Lesley Messam

85beadmagazine.co.ukOCT/NOV 2013 • ISSUE 49

What are  
you beading?
You can talk to us on Facebook, 
Twitter and on our Bead Blog! 
Snippets of what our readers 
have been making lately include:

•  Joanne Siverns via Facebook An 
Everyday Sparkle Ring with bronze 
seed beads and sparkly blue crystals, 
just need to finish off the threads.
• Kathy Lake via Facebook I've  
been working on some very large 
wooden letter blanks to decorate 
my bead room.
• Chris Folmar via Facebook A 
wedding bouquet with fabric flowers 
and a few simple beaded ones.
• Denise Lovell via Facebook 
Beaded rings with a Swarovski rivoli 
in the centre - they're soo addictive 
to make!

Floral Fiesta
My version of Chloe Menage's Floral Fiesta Pendant 
from Issue 48 - in shades of purple and silver. I added 
the size 11 seed beads at the end because my charlotte 
picots kept pinging-up.
Sandi Stephenson

Bead magazine is now available to read on 
your favourite device, including the iPad, 
iPhone, iPod touch, Samsung Galaxy Tab. 
Buy the latest issue anywhere in the world 
at a fraction of the cost of the paper edition.

Download your FREE App today. Simply 
search for ‘Bead Magazine’ in the Apple 
App store or Android Market.

Now available 
on your tablet!

Bead magazine is now available to read on your favourite 
device, including the iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, Samsung 
Galaxy Tab. 
Buy the latest issue anywhere in the world at a 
fraction of the cost of the paper edition.

Download your FREE App today. Simply search for ‘Bead 
Magazine’ in the Apple App store or Android Market.

Now available on your tablet!
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royals
British

Baby George Special 

        Souvenir Edition

NEW INTERACTIVE ROYAL MAGAZINE FOR YOUR IPAD. 
DOWNLOAD ‘THE BRITISH ROYALS’ NOW.

from the publishers of  Bead magazine

COMING SOON TO THE NOOK!
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Looking for Workshops/Classes in your area?

BRISTOL    
Bristol

All Seasons Bracelet with SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS 
beads, £45 including all beads and materials.

Shiney Company - 0117 3009800
www.shineyrocks.co.uk

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Milton Keynes

Milton Keynes. Monthly workshops with guest 
tutors from around the UK.
Also weekly evening classes with Sylvia Fairhurst.

Witch Beads - Tel: 01908 311243 

or check website for details 
www.witchbeads.com

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Peterborough

Introduction to wirework - £20.  
Level 1 Coiling gismo - £20.
See website for other courses. 

Riverside Beads - 01778 346810

01778 380238 / 07904 032411
www.riversidebeads.co.uk

CO. DURHAM
Darlington
Bead Club meets 3rd Saturday each month 10.30am 
- 2.30pm. Day, evening and weekend classes for all 
ages/abilities throughout the year. Phone Michelle 
for details.

Not The Norm - 07710218354
www.notthenorm.co.uk

CORNWALL
Hayle 

Seed bead workshops, peyote, brick, RAW, 
loom work, regular weekly classes, catering for 
beginners and improvers in a relaxed and friendly 
atmosphere. Please telephone to book.

G J Beads - 01736 751070
www.gjbeads.co.uk

Helland
Regular courses in Metal Clay, Silverworking, Beading 
& Wirework, Polymer Clay, Glass and other craft 
subjects. Private tuition available. 

Cornwall School of Art, Craft and Jewellery - 
Tel: 01208 264155

or check website for details
http://www.csacj.co.uk/

DORSET
Christchurch

Beaded Wire Jewellery for Beginners with Graham 
Halls, from March through to October. 
Beadweaving Workshops with Jennifer Airs, 
Thursdays from March to December 2013 and 
Chloe Menage, Sundays in March and April.
Various other courses available.

CJ Beaders - 01425 279992    
www.cjbeaders.co.uk

EAST SUSSEX
Brighton

Jane Lievens, our friendly, resident tutor, hosts 
our popular classes on Wednesdays and regular 
Saturdays covering everything from basics to wire 
and much more.

The Brighton Bead Shop - 01273 675077
www.beadsunlimited.co.uk/classes

Eastbourne 

At the Eastbourne Bead Company we offer 
workshops in Beading, Wirework, Chainmaille, P 
M C, Bead embroidery, Lampworking and Tiara 
making, day and evening classes.

The Eastbourne Bead Company - 01323 647409
www.theeastbournebeadcompany.co.uk 

Newick

Regular PMC courses taught by a qualifi ed 
Instructor, for beginners through to advanced level. 
Private tuition is also available. 

PMC Shop - Tel: (01825) 722428
or check our website for details
http://www.learnsilverclay.co.uk

ESSEX 
Romford

Learn to make jewellery with award winning bead 
artist Dianne Cracknell. 
From £10.00 per class, includes all materials. 
Classes for all levels, from beginners to the more 
advanced. 

Dizzy Di's Bead Shop & School of Jewellery
01708 742581. www.dizzydi.co.uk

HAMPSHIRE
Winchester

Jewellery making techniques, including stringing, 
wirework and knotting. Lampwork glass 
beadmaking also available. Contact Simon or 
Michele for prices and availability.

WORLD OF BEADS - 01962 861255
www.worldofbeads.co.uk

ISLE OF WIGHT
Ventnor 

We offer a variety of classes for beginners and 
intermediate levels in bead jewellery and chain-
maille making on most Tuesday evenings 7pm 
– 9pm.

Purple Moon Beads - 01983 852473
www.purplemoon-beads.co.uk

KENT
Sevenoaks

We hold workshops 4 times a week, check 
website for full details. Program changes monthly.

Beads Amoré - 01732 740 925
www.beadsamore.co.uk

Folkestone 

Regular bead-weaving workshops run by Lin 
Shields.
07766 531158. linshields@talktalk.net 

Birchington

We have a choice of six beading classes a week 
and we also run specialist workshops.
Thanet Beads & Beading Classes - 
07877873370. www.patriciabeads.co.uk

LANCASHIRE
Accrington

Beadweaving workshops with projects ideal for 
new beaders. All materials provided. Ring or check 
our website for full details.

Halfpenney's - 01254 236049 
www.halfpenney.co.uk

Preston

Regular classes ranging from beadweaving, 
stringing, wire work, knotting and macrame. 
Check website for details.
Beads Forever - Tel: 01772 745049
www.beadsforever.co.uk  

Manchester

Weekly Classes From £15, ranging from complete 

workshops
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T hursday morning! How I look forward to my weekly workshop at 
GJ Beads! We arrive early - just to marvel at the wonderful pieces 
of beadwork created during the past week. � e project today is 

the Nellwyn Netted Necklace. Jill always lets us know what the project 
for the following week will be so that we can either use the same colour 
combination as her sample or let our imagination � ow! I love the 
vibrant colours of African beadwork and have been inspired by the aptly 
named book by Diane Fitzgerald 'Zulu Inspired Beadwork'. I decided to 
use the African theme for my Nellwyn Netted Necklaces.

Jill's patterns are very comprehensive giving clear guidance on not 
only the process of beading but also the type and quantity of beads to 
use. My � rst necklace used red, black, blue, white and green beads and 
then I remembered some lovely orange wooden beads my son had 
bought for me in Dubai - so another creation developed this time 
taking the lead from the large orange beads.

� ere are usually 12 people at each class and I have formed 
wonderful friendships with like minded beaders! We break for co� ee/tea 
at 11am, usually accompanied by a biscuit (thanks Mary!) and it's then 
an ideal time to break for that all important shopping - you can never 
have enough beads and Jill has a wonderful way of bringing new beads 
and books to our attention - how can I resist!

It's so good having beaders of all levels working together - we can 
help and inspire each other, my inspiration usually revolves around my 
Christmas tree and I can usually � nd a way of transforming one of Jill's 
patterns into something special for my tree!
I've picked this one class for the review but each one is a joy, what could 
be better than good friends and beads, a magic formula!

Helen Coad regularly attends beading classes 
at her local bead shop, GJ Beads in Cornwall. 
She tells us about a recent netting workshop.

Helen's Zulu 
inspired netted 
necklace.

da d ea
necklaces

Helen adapted 
one of Jill's 
designs for this 
elegant bauble.
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beginners to advanced, they include Tiara making, 
bead weaving, wire work, Russian Peyote stitch, 
and many more.

The Bead Shop - 0161 833 9950
www.jewellerymaking-classes.co.uk

NORFOLK
Harleston

Variety of classes available from beginners (£8 
including materials) and seed beading to birthday 
parties and school holiday workshops. Please see 
website for current list.

Sparkle & Flair - 01379 855491
www.sparkleandflair.co.uk

NORTH YORKSHIRE
York

Regular workshops with Sylvia Fairhurst.

Witch Beads - Tel: 01908 311243 or check 
website for details - www.witchbeads.com

STAFFORSHIRE
Lichfield 

Beginners, Beginners Plus, Creating with Wire, 
Christmas Decorations and Stocking Fillers are just 
some of the courses taught by our experienced 
and enthusiastic tutors. See the website for full 
details and current availability .

The Spellbound Bead Co  - 01543 417650
www.spellboundbead.co.uk

SURREY
WOKING 

Fun, friendly classes for all levels of experience in 
a wide variety of jewellery making techniques.
Individual and customised tuition, jewellery making 
parties and metal clay firing service available.

Surrey Jewellery School - 07896 727798
www.surreyjewelleryschool.com

WORCESTERSHIRE
Nr Kidderminster

Workshops running from July through to 
December, covering a variety of subjects from 
Wirework, Peyote Beadwork, Chainmaille and 
Baubles.
See website for details. 

Bonkers Beads 
www.bonkersbeads.co.uk

WALES
Cardiff

We aim to teach all abilities with projects to suit 
the latest trends. Book with us for two hours at a 
time convenient for yourself.

SHIMA BEADS - 02920 569693
www.shimabeads.co.uk
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We know you'll love these fabulous digital beading books from Bead 
magazine. The interactive iBooks, which feature gorgeous galleries and 
how-to videos,  can be downloaded from the iBookstore and viewed on 
your iPad. To purchase and download any iBook simply visit the iTunes 
store and search for the book title or alternatively search for Ashdown 
Broadcasting where you can view all of our titles.

The iBooks feature:
 Pages of step-by-step projects
 How-to videos 
 Colourful photo galleries

View the new arrivals to 
the Bead iBooks library
View the new arrivals to 

Bead  
Collection: Volume 1

PROJECTS   MOVIES GALLERIES• •

cover 2.indd   1 04/0 /2012   10:30

View the new arrivals to View the new arrivals to 

PROJECTS
MOVIES &

GALLERIES

magic
beading

  

ONLY £6.99
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WIN!
We've got an amazing selection of jewellery 
making goodies up for grabs for one lucky reader! 
The Crystal Phoenix have put together this 
wonderful selection which includes the book  
Build Your Own Wire Pendants, 7 reels of craft  
wire in various gauges, plus beads, plenty of 
findings, tools and a multi mandrel.

SUBMITTING ITEMS
Do you have a picture for the letters page or Readers’ Challenge?  
You can email photos to chloe@beadmagazine.co.uk  
Please put Dear Bead/Readers' Challenge as the subject line.
Photos need to be high resolution (preferably 300 dpi), large and sharp. If you are unsure 
about taking the photos you can send your item to us with a SAE and we can take the 
pictures for you.  
When submitting items please include your full name, the area you live in and some details 
on the piece. (Make sure you include all your contact details.) Due to space we may only  
be able to show one picture per contributor. We love to hear from our readers and try to 
print many of the letters we are sent. Although we may not be able to respond to every 
letter personally please be assured that all letters are read.
Do you want to be featured in our Readers' Workpaces? All you need to do is send  
us around 300 words about where you do your creating and 2-3 good quality photos,  
plus one of you!
For more information about getting involved with Bead magazine and information on 
submitting projects please visit our website www.beadmagazine.co.uk
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Simply answer this question: Which two finishes do The Crystal 
Phoenix's copper findings come in?

To enter this issue’s competition please email your answer to 
chloe@ashdown.co.uk please put 'Competition' in the subject 
box. Competition closes 23rd October 2013.

supplyshop

We've got an amazing selection of jewellery 

£100 worth of 

wirework supplies

TERMS AND CONDITIONS This competition is open to all UK residents aged 18 or over, excluding employees or agents of the 
associated companies and their families. One entry per person. Entries must be via the digital form provided. Prizes cannot be 
exchanged for cash, or replaced if lost or damaged. Illegible entries or those that do not abide by these terms and conditions 
will be disqualified. Prizes must be taken as stated and cannot be deferred. The decision of the judges is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into. CLOSING DATE October 23rd 2013. 
DATA PROTECTION Your details will be processed by Ashdown.co.uk (publishers of Bead magazine) in full accordance with 
data protection legislation. All entries become the property of Ashdown.co.uk. Ashdown.co.uk and sister companies may wish 
to contact you with information of other services and publications we provide which may be of interest. 

The Bead Cellar
www.thebeadcellar.co.uk
01409 231442

The Bead Shop (Nottingham) Ltd
www.mailorder-beads.co.uk 
0115 958 8899

The Bead Store  
www.thebeadstore.co.uk
01223 842 443

CJ Beaders
www.cjbeaders.co.uk
01425 279992

The Craft Barn
www.thecraftbarn.co.uk
(0) 844 800 8551

Messam’s/The Bead Cellar
www.messams.co.uk
01243 787829

The Old Bicycle Shop 
www.oldbicycleshop.co.uk

Palmer Metals
www.palmermetals.co.uk 
0845 6449343

The Pearl Girl
www.thepearlgirl.co.uk
0121 5579879

Riverside Beads
www.riversidebeads.co.uk
01778 346810

The Shiney Company
www.shineyrocks.co.uk
0117 300 9800

The Spellbound Bead Company
www.spellboundbead.co.uk
01543 417650

Spoilt Rotten Beads
www.spoiltrottenbeads.com
01353 749853

Stitchncraft Beads
www.stitchncraft.co.uk
01747 830666

Tuffnell Glass
www.tuffnellglass.com
01262 420171

 Vintaj
www.vintaj.com

Zama / Polymer Clay Store
www.PolymerClayStore.com

Read more about the  latest bead news on page 8.
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Saturday 19th October 
Sandown Park, Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ

Don't miss out on the UK's biggest all 
beading event, book your tickets now!

A massive array of exhibitors dedicated to 
beading, plus workshops, free 

demonstrations and free parking.
Call 01903 884988 or visit

www.thebigbeadshow.co.uk
See page 40 for more information

Saturday 19th October 

SEPTEMBER

Saturday 21st & Sunday 22nd September
Rock, Gem 'n' Bead Show 
at Newark Showground, NG24 2NY
Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun: 10am-4pm,
admission £4.00 Call 07817 511360 or
visit www.gemnbead.co.uk

Sunday 6th October
The Bead Society of Great Britain 
Annual Beadwork and Bead Fair
At Uxbridge College, UB8 1NQ
10.30am-4.30pm, admission £2.50, 
free to members www.beadsociety.org.uk

Sunday 6th October
Welsh Bead Fair
The Village Hotel, Cardiff, 10am-4pm.
Admission £3.00. Call 01747 830666 or
visit www.westofenglandevents.co.uk 

Sunday 13th October
The Midlands Bead Fair
National Motorcycle Museum, 
West Midlands B92 0EJ
Admission £3.00. Call 01747 830666 or
visit www.westofenglandevents.co.uk 

Saturday 19th & Sunday 20th October
Gem 'n' Bead Show 
at Newton Abbot, Devon, TQ12 3AF
Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun: 10am-4pm, 
admission £4.00 Call 07817 511360 or 
visit www.gemnbead.co.uk

Sunday 20th October 
North East Autumn Bead Fair, Holiday 
Inn, Newcastle Upon Tyne, 10am-4pm 
www.beadyfairs.co.uk
NOVEMBER

Sunday 3rd November 
Cheshire Autumn Bead Fair, Culcheth 
High School Community Campus, 
10am-4pm. www.beadyfairs.co.uk

90 beadmagazine.co.uk

This information is correct to the 
best of our knowledge, but please 
always check with the organisers 
before travelling to an event!

Saturday 5th & Sunday 6th October
Rock, Gem 'n' Bead Show 
at York Racecourse, York, YO23 1EX
Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun: 10am-4pm,
admission £4.00. Call 07817 511360 or
visit www.gemnbead.co.uk

OCTOBER

Sunday 22nd September
Staffordshire Bead Fair 
Best Western Stoke-on-Trent Moat House
Hotel, Festival Park, ST1 5BQ  10am-4pm
www.staffsbeadfair.co.uk

Sunday 29nd September
Leeds Bead Fair
Holiday Inn, Garford, Leeds, LS25 1LH
Building on last year's huge success, Autumnbeads have expanded the venue 
to accommodate even more exhibitors, giving even more variety and choice.
Friends Moya and Judith had been involved in beadwork and jewellery 
making for many years, and found a need for quality suppliers in the region, 
and so the Leeds Autumn Bead Fair was created. Moya said "We found the 
best choices available were found at bead fairs and as there weren't many 
other events in our region, Leeds offered the perfect location." 
They hope to encourage more people to a wonderfully addictive craft, by 
bringing a wide variety of suppliers together, with workshops and 
demonstrations available throughout the day. Plus the first 300 visitors will be 
presented with a free ‘Goody Bag’! 
www.autumnbeads.co.uk
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BEADgroups

BEADgroups

BEADSHOWS

Saturday 9th & Sunday 10th November
Rock Gem 'n' Bead Show 
Prestbury Park, Cheltenham, GL50 4SH 
Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun: 10am-4pm,
admission £4.00. Call 07817 511360 or
visit www.gemnbead.co.uk

Saturday 16th & Sunday 17th November
Rock Gem 'n' Bead Show 
Brighton Racecourse, BN2 9XZ
Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun: 10am-4pm,
admission £4.00 Call 07817 511360 or
visit www.gemnbead.co.uk

Saturday 23rd & Sunday 24th November
Gem 'n' Bead Show 
Farnham Maltings, Surrey, GU9 7QR
Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun: 10am-4pm,
admission £4.00. Call 07817 511360 or
visit www.gemnbead.co.uk

Your Event Here
If you’d like your event details to 

appear in our new-look listings pages 
please email maria@ashdown.co.uk  

or ring us on 01903 884988.

www.beadmagazine.co.uk

Dates for your diary
Next year's shows are  

Saturday April 5th and  
Saturday October 18th 2014

Sandown Park, Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ
www.thebigbeadshow.co.uk

Dates for your diaryates for your diaryDates for your diary

By Annie Watkinson

Beader
Living with a

Lets face it, non-beaders just don’t get it.  
Read on to see the humorous trials and  
tribulations of living with our addiction.

I  have had a great interest in children’s development for 
many, many years, and studied the cognitive development 
of young children as part of a university course. Now 

having had my own children and grandchildren, I still find it 
a fascinating subject. Children of all ages love bright shiny 

things, regardless of gender, so how can we help children develop a love of 
jewellery, and what kind of projects can we use?

Hollie is just eighteen months, and I just give her a few plastic cups and 
a handful of big beads, and she will spend hours moving them from one 
container to the other. Daniel is three, and my beads are great ballast for his 
train set! They slide in and out of carriages and chutes, and are cheap and 
easily replaceable. William is four, and loves to string beads together, any old 
how, to make necklaces for Mummy. She must have hundreds of them now! 
We have also made colourful door hangers with their names spelt out in 
glue and then sprinkled with seed beads. What a lovely messy activity! 
Decorating frames with beads, shells and ribbons always keeps little ones 
busy, and the end result a lovely gift for Mummy or Daddy.

But Amelie is now six, and she has been a fascinating case study into a 
child’s development where beads are concerned. They say that pre-school 
children will make necklaces in a very random fashion, not caring about 
colour, shape or size and Amelie was no exception. She would use buttons 
from my collection, strung along with any old bead, and it would be a work 
of art! Then she turned five, and almost to the day, she changed her beading 
techniques! Spooky! She started to rustle through the beads to find exact 
matches, and would string series of colours over and over. If she could not 
match a set, it would all come off, and she would start over again.

Now she is six, and a total joy to make jewellery with. We have spent 
hours making paper beads, and messily coating them with shiny varnish, and 
a lot of people have been extremely impressed with the results. At this age, it 
can also be great fun introducing them to wire shaping, with a mandrel and 
pliers. It does need a lot of adult supervision until they develop the strength 
needed for the various procedures, but my daughter sports some beautiful 
rings that Amelie and I have made together for her; the emphasis being on 
Amelie making them. It can be very tempting to take over and try to make 
things more ‘perfect’. But believe me; they are perfect to a child if they have 
had the major role in making the item!

All four children understand the importance of keeping the beads nice 
and tidy, but does it really matter too much if you have a bit of clearing up 
and sorting to do after a session? I have shown them all how to use an old 
stocking over the end of a vacuum nozzle to clean up any spilt beads and so 
even keeping tidy is fun!
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Local Groups
BEDFORDSHIRE
Dunstable Beaders Once a month, on Saturday, 1-4pm  
at Priory Information Centre, Priory Gardens, High 
Street South, Dunstable, Bedfordshire. Contact Ann Rust 
on 07980 198015.

BERKSHIRE
Berkshire Beaders Calcot, Reading, 3rd Monday of the 
month, 7.30-9.30pm. Contact Barbara on 0118 948 3877 
or visit www.berkshire-beaders.org.uk

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Addicted to Beads Meets alternate Tuesday evenings, 
7.30-9.30pm. Moulsoe Village Hall, just off junction 14, 
M1. Contact Sylvia Fairhurst on 01908 311243 or email 
sylvia-fairhurst@o2.co.uk
CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
Newmarket & Cambs Beading Group 4th Monday of 
the month 7.15-9.30pm at Trinity Church, Burwell. 
Contact Kari Karolia on 01638 745490 or email 
kari.karolia@gmail.com

CHESHIRE
South Cheshire Branch of the Embroiderers Guild  
3rd Thursday of the month at 10.30am in the Scout and 
Guild Hall, Cheshire Street, Audlem, Cheshire. Contact 
Jan Aldersay on 01270 619753.
The Weaver Beaders Crewe/Nantwich. First meeting 4th 
June and every following 1st Tuesday of the month, at 
The Peacock, Crewe Road, Nantwich, CW5 6NE. For 
more info either find us on Facebook or email Laura 
lglad@btinternet.com or call 07809880025.  
 
CORNWALL
Celtic Beaders Meets on the 1st Saturday of each month, 
10am-4pm. Contact Patsy Betts on 01736 363755 
or p-betts@sky.com

COUNTY DURHAM
Darlington Bead Club meets the third Saturday of the 
month, 10.30am-2.30pm at Northern Beads, Unit 10, 
Whessoe Road. Phone or text Michelle on 07710218354 
or 01325 480028.
The Maritime Bead Group 2nd Saturday of month, 
10am-2pm at the Belle Vue Sports and Youth Centre, 
Kendal Road, Hartlepool, TS24 1QU. Contact Myra 
Robertson 01642 479564 or 07735 478319 or email: 
myra.robertson@yahoo.co.uk

DEVON
Crafty Little Beaders Meet the 3rd Thursday of the 
month, Bitton House, Teignmouth, from 7.30-9.30pm, 
contact Dawnn Harris on 07871 228 200. 

DORSET
Batty Beaders 4th Monday of the month, 10am-12.30pm 
at Stitchcraft Beads, The Studio, Chaldicott Barns, Tokes 
Lane, Semley SP7 9AW. Tel 01747 830666 
East Dorset Polymer Clay Group meets 1st Sunday 
alternate months. Southbourne, Bournemouth 
10.30am-5pm. Contact Kerrie 07962067506 for details.

ESSEX
Clacton Bead Queens Meet once a month in Clacton 
town centre 11am-1pm. Contact Teresa Stephenson 
beadqueens@hotmail.co.uk or 01255 436531.
Anglia Bead Club Colchester 2nd Wednesday 
of every month, 7–9pm at Mason's Hall, Barracks Street.
Contact Wendy Buck on 01206 867971.
Daisy Beaders Meets at our favourite local pub in 
Colchester, 2nd Thursday of each month, 10am-2pm and a 
Saturday. Ring Victoria 01206 240174 or Sue 01206 304726.

HAMPSHIRE 
Basingstoke Meets 3rd Saturday of each month  
at Kempshott Village Hall, 10am-2pm. See  
www.silvertreedesigns.co.uk or call Rachel on 07969 
804825 after 2pm.
CH Beaders Meet on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday  
evenings of the month and every Friday in Gosport, 
6.30–9.30pm. Contact Gilly on 02392 525739, or 
gillyjon.utting@ntlworld.com

LINCOLNSHIRE 
Bead & Banter Ashby, Scunthorpe, Wednesday 
10am-2pm Fridays 10am-2pm and 6-9pm, Sundays 
4-8pm. Contact Dawn 01724844993 or 07709129827 
or dawncumming48@yahoo.com
Beading Lincs Five Saturdays a year, Franklin Hall, 
Spilsby, Lincs. Contact June Caldwell on 01790 754073.
Boston Beaders 3rd Saturday of each month, 1-4pm at 
the Black Sluice Centre, London Road. Contact Louise
01205 350085, or email louiselody29@btinternet.com
Lincolnshire Ladies That Bead Meets every 8 weeks. 
7-9pm. For more details contact Carol Ingamells 01522 
807297 or email carol.ingamells@hotmail.co.uk
Barmy Bassingham Beaders Meet 2nd Saturday of the 
month from 9.30am-1pm at Hammond Hall, 
Bassingham. For more info contact Alison on 01522 
789813 or alison.peacock@rogandal.force9.co.uk

LONDON
London Beadwork Meet up group once a month. See 
www.groups.yahoo.com/group/londonbeadworkmeetup to 
join the online group or contact Sanya on 020 8592 5842.

MERSEYSIDE  
Budding Beads Southport. Beading Social, Mondays 
12.45pm-2.45. See www.buddingbeads.co.uk or ring 
Karen/Tracey 01704 808933 for further details.
Formby Beaders Every Tuesday during term time at 
Formby Methodist Church, Elbow Lane Formby.  
1.30-3.30pm. Contact Kimberley 07904 209609. 

MIDDLESEX
Hampton Beaders meet at the White House, Hampton, 
every 3rd Wednesday in the month, 10am-1pm. Contact 
Jane at jah241@hotmail.co.uk or Pat on 0208 394 2469.

NORFOLK
The Norwich Bead Group Two groups, alternate Tuesdays, 
10am-1pm and alternate Thursdays 10am-1pm at URC, 
Ipswich Road. Call Elizabeth 01603 717384 or email 
elizabeth@eadwyere.plus.com
Bumble Beaders Alternate Tuesdays, Hinks Meadow 
Village Hall, Taverham, Norwich, 7.30–9.30pm. Contact 
Cathy on 01603 869663 or email c.sellick@virgin.net

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering Beaders 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month 
7.30-9.30pm. For more info and full programme call Jane 
Revell on 01536 519016 or visit ketteringbeaders.co.uk

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Bridgford Beaders Meet monthly on Tuesday, 10am-1pm 
at The Rushcliffe Arena, Rugby Road, West Bridgford. 
Contact Lynn on 0115 9140927.
The Bead Group Every Wednesday 5-7pm at The Bead 
Shop, 7 Market Street, Nottingham. Find them on 
Facebook or email Sandi at sparkletwin2010@yahoo.co.uk

OXFORDSHIRE
Banbury Beaders 1st Thursday in the month. Contact 
Marion 01295 261595 or marion.davis@hotmail.co.uk

SHROPSHIRE
Newport Meets once a month contact Cintia Gough on 
07812610305 or email jeanie@jeanieg.co.uk

SOMERSET 
Frome Beaders 2nd Thursday of the month, Frome 
College, Block M, Room 3, 7-9pm. Contact Julie Hunt on 
01373 302011 or Sarah Jeffries 01373 300017 or email 
jeffries.sarah@googlemail.com

STAFFORDSHIRE 
Brewhouse Beadin 2nd Wednesday of month, 1-3pm at 
the Brewhouse Arts Centre, Burton upon Trent. Phone 
Rossella Cottrell on 07979 912 502 for more details.
Needwood Beaders Meet approx. 6 times a year at  
St James Church Hall, Barton Under Needwood, Nr 
Burton upon Trent. Also run weekly classes. Contact 
Vivien Macpherson on 01283 547887, email  
vivien@jvmac.co.uk or visit www.needwoodbeaders.co.uk

SUFFOLK
Newmarket District Beadwork & Jewellery Making Group 
Meets one morning and one evening per month. Call 
Lizzy 01638 723153 or lizzy4458@btinternet.com or 
Terry 01638 601413 or tessalmc@ntlworld.com

Needles & Pins Craft Group Meet every Friday, 
10am-12pm. Havelock Community Centre, Southsea. 
Contact Shirley on 023 9282 5481 or email  
shirley@shirleymundy.co.uk
Beadalicious Group Meets in Havant on the last 
Saturday of the month, 2.15-4.30pm. Contact Gloria 
Bastable gingerjive@yahoo.co.uk or call 077171 54621.
Busy Beads Bursledon 2nd Wednesday of every month, 
10-4pm at St Paul's Church, Southampton. Please ring 
Lynda Marshall on 01489 787166 or 07711 551422.
Colbury Memorial Hall 2nd Monday in the month, 
7.30-9.30pm. Contact Sue Garvey 01489 784615 or 
Jackie Smith 02380 734596.
Craft Devils, Southampton Meet the 4th Sunday of 
every month 10am-4pm. Contact Julie at Craft Devils 
02380 436333 or email groovyju@btinternet.com

HERTFORDSHIRE
Budding Beaders Bassingbourn Village College 
Community Centre, Nr Royston. Tuesdays 7.30-9.30pm 
for DIY projects and 1st Saturday of the month 
10am-1pm for a workshop with visiting tutors. Contact 
Julie 01763 853257 or juliefarquhar@btinternet.com 
www.buddingbeaders.org.uk
Dangerous Beaders Watford, 1st Tuesday of the month, 
10am-2pm. Contact Sandra Fox on 01923 223144 or 
sandra.fox297@gmail.com

KENT
Bromley Beaders 3rd Wednesday of the month, 2pm, in 
central Bromley, less than 5 min from Bromley South 
Station, 16 min from Victoria. For more details call 
Adrianne Laidlow on 020 8290 5670.
The Bead Up Meet the 1st Monday of the month,  
7.00-9.30pm in Ashford. Contact Siggy on  
07719 335015 after 3pm.
The Beadtogethers meet bimonthly on a Tuesday 
7.30pm-10pm at Pluckley Village Hall, near Ashford. 
Dates for this year: 21st June, 16th August and 11th 
October. Contact Sue Ticehurst 01233 840361.
Medway Beaders meet monthly on the last Sunday, at 
Nucleus Arts, Hight Street, Rochester. Contact Dee at 
medwaybeaders@yahoo.co.uk or call 07843230950. 

LANCASHIRE
Fylde Coast Crafters Meets 1st Saturday of each  
month at Spencer Court Day Care Centre. See  
www.fyldecoastcrafters.co.uk or contact Jan Tilley  
at jantilleyuk@yahoo.co.uk 
Cedar Beaders Tuesdays, in the Pig Barn at Cedar Farm, 
Mawdesley, nr. Chorley. Morning group meets 9.30am- 
12.30pm, the afternoon group 12.30pm-3.30pm. Contact 
Marlene on 01282 772896 or marlenembirtwell@aol.com
Toll House Beaders 1st Tuesday of the month 7-9pm 
and the 3rd Saturday of the month 10am-3pm in the 
Village Hall, Higham. Contact Pam on 01282 455469 or 
email pam.hunt3@btopenworld.com 
Beadweaving-4-Fun 1st and 3rd Thursday of the  
month. 1.30-4pm at The Bead Room, 26 Melbourne 
Street, Clayton-le-Moore. Contact Pam Hunt on 01282 
455469 or email pam.hunt3@btopenworld.com 
Halfpenney’s Group Meets monthly 1st and 3rd Thursday 
at Halfpenney's, 26 Melbourne Street, Clayton-le-Moors, 
BB5 5LS. , 7–9.30pm, £3 per visit. Contact Kathryn 01254 
236049 or email kathryn@halfpenney.co.uk 
Preston Beaders 3rd Saturday of the month, 
10.30am-1.30pm, Bring your own project. United 
Reformed Church Hall, Liverpool Road, Penwortham, 
Preston, PR1 OQB. Contact Beatrice on 01772 745049 
or email beadsforever@yahoo.co.uk

LEICESTERSHIRE
Vale Beaders Usually 1st Saturday of month at  
Hickling Village Hall. Contact Elizabeth 01949 81501, 
Jackie 01664 822364 or Lynn 0115 914 0927. 
The Need to Beaders 2nd Thursday of the month,  
7.00-9.30pm at the Methodist Church, Windsor Street, 
Burbage, Hinckley. Contact Elaine Moore on  
01455 634965 or Elaine Gay on 01455 637136. 
Abacus Bead Emporium Hinkley, Leic. LE10 1NV
10am-4pm Mon-Sat. Free. Call Sharon 01455 615344.
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Bead Buddies is a relatively new 
group of beading fanatics 
based in the County Antrim 

village of Portglenone. It was founded 
in 2012 by a local beading enthusiast 
as a result of the distinct lack of 
beading opportunities in the area, 
with some members travelling over 
thirty miles for their creative fix. 

The ladies of the group have 
formed close friendships over tea, 
biccies and most importantly beads, 
using the fortnightly meetings to 
share ideas, designs and gossip. The 
members are an eclectic bunch with 
woman representing all age ranges, 
backgrounds and levels of experience, 
which only adds to the appeal of  
the group.

Quite a few of the members met 
at The Beader’s Guild Northern 
Ireland and have used Bead Buddies 
as another opportunity to display 

their own projects as well as 
improving their skills. 

The group is also made of crafters 
who stumbled upon beading by 
chance and haven’t looked back. Bead 
Buddies provides an informal arena to 
discuss pattern problems, colour 
schemes and bead types. 

The group say: "We are constantly 
getting inspiration from each other 
and enhancing our own expertise as  
a result."

 As you can imagine they go 
through quite a few Delicas, seed 
beads and bugles in a month and find 
it difficult to keep stocked, other than 
buying online. However, The Craft 
Corner in Coleraine is frequented by 
the members, where owner Valerie 
stocks an impressive range of beading 
goodies, much to their delight.

Bead Groups

93

If you’d like to be our featured group or 
be added to the directory listing please 
email chloe@beadmagazine.co.uk or  
ring us on 01903 884988.
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SuffEx Bead Club Old School in Long Melford on the 1st 
and 3rd Thursday of the month10am-12.30pm. Contact Mary 
Powell on 01787 372020. 
SURREY
Betchworth Beaders Meets 2nd Saturday of the month, 
Hamilton Room, Church Road. Contact Ruth Vickery on 
01483 282865 or vickery.ruth@gmail.com
Dragon Beaders - St John's, Woking, open house approx. 
every 6 weeks. Contact Gillian Lamb for more information 
07887 612 583 or e-mail gillian@gillianlamb.co.uk
Bookham New group in Bookham for beaders who wish 
to get together one evening a month to bead and socialise. 
All levels welcome. Email lynnegarrod@btinternet.com or 
phone 01372 458369 evenings.

SUSSEX - EAST
1066 Beading Buddies Meet in Hastings 2nd Wednesday 
of the month 7–9pm and 4th Tuesday 10am–12pm. 
Contact Karen Whittaker on 01424 457695 or 
beadingbuddy22@gmail.com

SUSSEX – WEST
Bead Magicians Meet on the 3rd Tuesday of every 
month in Findon, 10am-4pm. Contact Carole Tucker  
on 07768 721768 or carolenextdoor@hotmail.co.uk

WARWICKSHIRE
Beadelicious Beaders Last Saturday of month, 
10am-2pm at Nuneaton Heritage Centre, Avenue Road, 
CV11 4LP. Contact Louisa Moss on 07977 584778 or 
email beadelicious@inbox.com

WILTSHIRE
The Wessex Beading Group 1st Monday of the month, 
10am-3pm. Contact Pam Palmer on 01747 870270  
or tisburybeading@yahoo.co.uk
Swindon Beaders 1st Tuesday of the month, 7–9pm  
at Swindon College, Queens Drive, Swindon.

YORKSHIRE
Yeadon Beaders 2nd Friday of the month in Yeadon, 
West Yorkshire, 1.30–4pm. Contact Sandra Wallace on  
0113 2507396, or email swallacebeadwork@aol.com
Castle Beaders has moved to the Swadford Centre,  
32 Swadford St., Skipton, N. Yorkshire, BD23 1RD. 2nd 
Thursday of the month 7-10pm. New members of all 
abilities welcome. Call Harrie Lerman on 07768 050306.
Bandroom Beaders 1st Saturday of each month, the 
Bandroom in Farndale, 10am-4pm. Contact Avril on 
01751 798155 or email Davidb1951@hotmail.com
The new beading group in Harrogate meets alternate 
Mondays at The Youth Centre, Burley Bank Close, 
Harrogate, HG3 2BY. Contact Margaret Scott  
01423 526571 or Joanne Harrison 0113 2786871.
Seven Hills Beading Collective fortnightly on Thursdays 
6-8pm at Jam Jar Beads, Sheffield. Contact Sarah on 07713 
324191 sarahtravis75@gmail.com or find them on Facebook.

SCOTLAND
Auld Reekie Beaders Edinburgh, meets once every 2 months 
on a Saturday at Stevenson College. £4 for the day. Contact 
Joyce for more details joycejohnston@blueyonder.co.uk

WALES
The Bead Addicts Tea Party - beading and knotting 
group meet at The Makers Guild in 'Craft in the Bay' in 
Cardiff. 2nd Saturday of the month, 11am-4pm. Contact 
Suzen Millodot suzen.m@btinternet.com

NORTHERN IRELAND
Bead Buddies The Sunroom, Portglenone, County 
Antrim. Saturday, 10am-1pm, once a month and 
Wednesday 10am-1pm, once a month. Call 07846 
160094 for more info.
NI Beaders Guild 2nd Saturday of every month  
(Sept-June), from 2-4 pm at the Ulster Folk and Transport 
Museum, Holywood, BT18 0EU www.nibeadersguild.com

National Groups
The Beadworkers Guild www.beadworkersguild.org.uk
Bead Society of Great Britain www.beadsociety.org.uk 

We meet the Bead Buddies of County Antrim,  
Northern Ireland and find out about their friendly group.

Want to join Bead Buddies?

WHERE: The Sunroom, Portglenone, 
County Antrim BT44 8EG
WHEN: Saturday, 10am-1pm, once a month 
and Wednesday 10am-1pm, once a month. 
COST: Varies depending on project 
WHO: Call 07846 160094 to confirm 
monthly dates.
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The ladies have formed 
great friendships over tea, 

biscuits and beads.
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Beadmarketplace

Visit our shop  open 7 days a week in the Craft Centre, 
High Street, Market Deeping, Peterborough, PE6 8EB

01778 346810 • info@riversidebeads.co.uk • www.riversidebeads.co.uk
Find us on Facebook - www.facebook.com/RiversideBeads

Card Making & Scrapbooking Specialists www.dalexkrafts.com • 01778 344550

New beaded kumihimo kits in stockNew beaded kumihimo kits in stock

BIZZIE BEADS
The ome of Beautiful Beads and ewellery

e stock a range of apanese seed beads  zech 
 re polished facets, round and shaped glass beads, 
as well as a comprehensive collection of bugles 

and so much more
ou can  nd us at Barnstaple Pannier market on 

Mondays and Fridays or contact us on  
Most ma or credit cards accepted.

www.bizziebeads.co.ukwww.thecuriousgem.co.uk

Specialists in top grade gemstones, 
beads, pearls, sterling silver, gold and 

rose gold fi lled fi ndings

Tel: 01383 626577 

Jewellery Enchantments®

Over 8,000 sterling
silver charms, 
sterling silver split 
rings, fi ndings and 
split ring tweezers.

Tel: 01249 443715
www.jewelleryenchantments.co.uk

 

CHARISMA BEADS
Your one stop beadwork shop.

Miyuki specialist.
www.charismabeads.co.uk

Shop & mail order: Charisma Beads 
1A Churchyard, Hitchin, 

Herts SG5 1HR
Tel: (01462) 454054
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www.kernowcraft.com

Order your free copy online or 
speak to our experienced team  
on: 01872 573888

Supplying high quality gemstone  
beads, cabochons and faceted stones  
to makers for over 40 years!

£2.50!

UK delivery  
only

Our latest 
catalogue is 
now available

JEWELLERY

By Chloe Menage

* Workshops, Kits & Projects

* Unique Handmade Jewellery

info@pinkhot.co.uk
www.pinkhot.co.uk

New 

downloadable 

pattern!
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Now available from the App store are these brand new unique 
beading Apps for iPads brought to you by Bead magazine. 
Including projects, interactive galleries, videos and even more 
dazzling features, these Apps allow you to swipe through 
projects, expand pictures and open up a whole new world 
of beading.

Android users need not be disappointed as all these apps will 
be available for other tablets and devices very soon!

ONLY £6.99
$9.99

Get the App!
Fabulous beading Apps from 
the makers of Bead magazine
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HOW TO 
START A 
CREATIVE 
BUSINESS
By Doug Richard
ISBN 978-1-4463-0273-6 
159 pages 
From Dragon's Den 
investor Doug Richards 
this book is designed for 
anyone looking at starting 
up a creative business. The 
Jargon-free Guide for Creative Entrepreneurs helps the reader 
identify ten clear steps of shaping and then launching their 
own business, with real-life examples of a huge range from 
creative start-ups.

  

MAKING METAL 
JEWELRY  
By Jen Cushman
ISBN 978-1-4403-2256-3 
128 pages, full colour
Aimed at the intrepid metal 
smithing explorer this book 
covers all the basic techniques 
to exploring crafting with 
metal. The author includes a 
great selection of unique and 
interesting jewellery pieces 
using a variety of mediums 

and techniques. The book also includes QR codes which 
when scanned with your mobile device allow you to watch a 
movie with the author, demonstrating different techniques.

M
J
By Jen Cushman
ISBN 978-1-4403-2256-3
128 pages, full colour
Aimed at the intrepid metal 
smithing explorer this book 
covers all the basic techniques 
to exploring crafting with 
metal. The author includes a 
great selection of unique and 

and techniques. The book also includes QR codes which 

BEAD STRINGING BASICS
By Margot Potter
27 pages, full colour, £3.99
A comprehensive guide to all the 
important and useful tools and 
techiques needed to create strung 
jewellery. Brought to you by 
Beadalon it covers everything 
from making loops to using 
wire guardians. As well as 
techniques, seven 
wearable and easy to 
create projects are 
included, using a 
variety of important need-to-
know techniques.
Available from www.cjbeaders.co.uk or call 01425 279992.

  

Got a book for review? Send it FAO of Chloe to  
the address at the front of the magazine or email 
chloe@beadmagazine.co.uk for more information.

SUZANNE GOLDEN PRESENTS
By Suzanne Golden ISBN 978-1-4547-0410-2, 
£17.99, 168 pages, full colour 
Suzanne Golden is renowned for her unique and 
bold style and clever use of beads, particularly 
acrylic. Here in this book she interviews 36 bead 
artists from around the world, specifically picking 
artists whose work makes you go 'wow'. With 
everything from jewellery to installation pieces and 
shoes this book is full of showstopping artwork 
created with lots and lots of beads.

There are so many books to choose from in the world of beading and jewellery making. 
Every week new books arrive in the Bead office, take a look at some of the latest arrivals.

bookshelf BOOKREVIEWS

STEAMPUNK 
APOTHECARY
By Jema 'Emilly 
Ladybird' Hewitt
ISBN 978-1-86108-975-5 
£17.99 175 pages, full colour 
An enchanting book full of 
mixed media projects perfect 
for the lover of Steampunk. 
An array of whimsical and 
quirky pieces are presented in 
a fun and unique way. Projects 
include the Kraken Ring, Clockwork Beetle Kravat Pin 
and Fairy Wing Tiara. Each project includes step by step 
photos, as well as tips and suggestions. There is a basic 
guide to jewellery techniques included at the back too for 
those new to the hobby. If you loved Jema's project in 
this issue then you definitely have to check out this book 
for some truly wonderful steampunk finery.

a fun and unique way. Projects 
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ISBN 978-1-4547-0410-2, 

everything from jewellery to installation pieces and 
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Designed by 

Gillian Lamb

BEADWORK

beadstore
• Size 11 seed beads in 2 colours;  
A and B     

toolbox
• Beading needle
• Toning bead thread 
• Scissors

supplyshop
• Seed beads widely available

• See page 89

beaded bead
In the last in our series, Gillian Lamb shows you how to 
make a pretty beaded bead using herringbone stitch.

1. Practise with bigger beads and once 
confident experiment with other variations. 
Cut a 1m (36” ) length of thread, add a 
stopper or tensioning bead. Pick up 2A, 2B, 
2A, 2B, 2A, 2B, 2A, 2B. Bring the needle 
out of bead 5 (between 2A beads).

4. Repeat from * to * 3 more times. Pass 
through first 2A bead stack. Carefully put 
this ring onto the tip of a pencil. Now 
gently but firmly pull the thread from both 
ends. Gradually the beads will gather up 
and start to look like a little crown. You 
may find that your 'B' beads are towards 
the tip of the pencil and the thread is going 
in the opposite direction. Do not worry - 
simply take the crown off and turn it over 
and replace onto the pencil.

2. Set out 8A beads. *Pick up (PU) 2A 
beads. Pass through next A bead.

5. Start herringbone stitch: PU 1A, 1B.
Pass down through very next A bead and 
Up the next A bead. Repeat this on the 
next 2 points, or 'stacks'. 

HERRINGBONE

time&money
Make in around half an 
hour and for under £5.  

3. Miss 2 beads and pass through next A 
bead (without picking up any beads)*. 

6. On the last stack, place the 1A, 1B as 
before but pass back up 2A beads (or 
'step up') instead of going through 1 bead 
as before.

7. You are now ready to bead another
round. Bead 20 rounds like this - or as much 
or little as you would like, stepping up at the 
end of each round through 2A. Finish off 
the thread end - keep if joining to another 
bead, cut if not. Remove the stopper bead 
from the start and finish thread.

"We featured these other 
beads last issue.You can 

download Issue 48 from the 
Bead magazine website."
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www.csacj.co.uk

The Cornwall School of Art, Craft and Jewellery, based
at Coldrenick Farm, near Bodmin in Cornwall, runs a 
wide variety of classes for all levels in a beautiful, 
countryside location close to beaches and tourist 
attractions. 

US Goldsmith Michael David Sturlin Returns to the UK - 17th - 21st October 2014
We are pleased to announce that Michael David Sturlin will be teaching two master classes at CSACJ in October 2014. Michael is 
an award winning goldsmith with an international reputation as a generous and inspiring teacher. He’s a faculty member of the 
world famous Revere Academy of Jewelry Arts in the USA. Instalment payment and early booking discount is available*.

Torch and Metal - 17th - 18th October 2014
Full price £676 - 15% Early Booking Discounted Price £574.60*
The focus is the production of mill products entirely in house by traditional means. Each participant 
will acquire direct knowledge and experience in the process of melting metal, pouring ingots, making 
sheet, wire, rod, plate and tube from raw materials in a typical small scale jewellery studio 
environment. This course is for those serious about their studio practice.

Learn to transform a common thick walled bezel into the elaborately carved 
and pierced centrepiece of a jewel. Create alternative setting designs by 
articulating bezels into prongs, tabs, channels, serrated and scalloped patterns.

Beyond the Bezel - 19th - 21st October 2014
Full Price £912 - 15% Early Booking Discounted Price £775.20*

*Early booking discount is available on these master classes until 31st March 2014. Instalment payments are also available with 
a £100 non-refundable deposit, and regular payments are required to clear the balance one month before the class(es) run.

New Jewellery Qualification beginning in October 2013

The syllabus includes jewellery design, beading, wirework, glass 
fusing and metal clay for jewellery. The Level 1 Award will lead on to 
NCFE Level 2 and 3 in subsequent years and each level will include 
metal clay. 

This qualification is recognised by employers, colleges and universities 
and is the first step on the route to a foundation degree. It is open to 
anyone who is serious about anyone who is serious about getting a jewellery making qualification. 
Booking for this qualification is handled by Cornwall Council Adult 
Education Department by phone 0300 1231 117 or from their website - 
www.cornwall.gov.uk/adultlearning

NCFE Level 1 Creative Craft ( Jewellery)
We are proud to announce that we have partnered with Cornwall Adult Education to run the first 
fully accredited jewellery qualification in the UK to include metal clay in the syllabus. The NCFE 
Level 1 Creative Craft ( Jewellery) evening class starts in October 2013. We are also offering this 
in three long weekend modules in October 2013, February 2014 and April 2014. Attendance at all 
three modules is mandatory to gain the qualification.

Constellation Necklace - Michael David Sturlin

Ring to Brighten a Rainy Day
by Michael David Sturlin
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Let your creativity shine

Specialists in Precious Metals              Specialists in Precious Metals  
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